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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
The Court of Appeals has jurisdiction of this matter pursuant 
to the authority vested in the Supreme Court to pour over cases to 
the Court of Appeals and the entry dated September 13, 1990, which 
pours Case No. 900389 in the Supreme Court over to the Court of 
Appeals. 
The Supreme Court had jurisdiction pursuant to UT. CONST. Art. 
Ill, and under Utah Code Ann., §78-2-2(3)(j) (1953) pursuant to 
appellant's Notice of Appeal filed on July 27, 1990 from an Amended 
Judgment entered on July 25, 1990. 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES ON APPEAL 
1. ISSUE. Did the lower court properly interpret the 
decision of the Court of Appeals with respect to the compensability 
of defendants Smiths' time under Utah Code Ann., §16-10-4 (1953)? 
Goodrich, et al. v. Western Auto Radiator Co. Inc., et al., Case 
No. 860370-CA. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW. The previous decision of the Court of 
Appeals in this case determined that the Smiths had the burden of 
proof which they chose to meet by proffer of expanded time 
summaries. The trial court in making its findings of fact relied 
upon the "expanded time sheets" as the basis for its decision. 
Those expanded time sheets were stipulated by both parties to be 
what each of the Smiths would testify was the nature of their time 
spent. Thus, this Court need not defer to the trial court's 
factual findings. Richfield City v. Walker, 790 P. 2d 87 (Utah Ct. 
App, 1990); Dover Elevator Co. v. Hill Mangum Invests., 766 P.2d 
424 (Utah Ct. App. 1988). 
2. ISSUE. Did the lower court's award to the Smiths of 
their attorney's fees for defense of them as directors meet the 
standard set by the Court of Appeals in the prior appeal of this 
matter? 
STANDARD OF REVIEW. This Court's prior decision required that 
Smiths prove the portion of their attorney's fees attributable to 
defense and the portion attributable to collection of their 
accountancy fees. This Court decided that the former were 
compensable and the latter were not. Goodrich, et al. v. Western 
Auto Radiator Co. Inc., et al., Supra. The lower court determined 
the total amount of time spent through trial, based upon Exhibit 
D-61 and the Affidavit of David Cook dated February 11, 1986, was 
compensable. This Court should not defer to the findings of the 
2 
trial court on review. Richfield City v. Walker, Supra; Dover 
Elevator Co. v. Hill Mangum Invests., Supra. Moreover, the factual 
findings of the trial court are clearly erroneous, based upon an 
erroneous view of the law and against the weight of the evidence. 
Williams v. Miller, 136 Utah Adv. Rep. 32 (Utah Ct. App. 1990). 
3. ISSUE. Did the lower court properly award Smiths 
interest on their judgment from January 8, 1986 on the basis of the 
case of Smith v. Linmar Energy Corp., 132 Utah Adv. Rep. 52 (CA 
1990)? The question of whether interest should be awarded turns 
on whether the amount of the present judgment was ascertainable on 
January 8, 1986. This Court reversed and remanded the case on May 
9, 1988. Goodrich, et al. v. Western Auto Radiator Co. Inc., et 
al., Supra. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW. The award of interest is a conclusion of 
law by the trial court to which this Court should accord no 
deference. Grayson Roper Ltd. Partnership v. Finlinson, 782 P. 2d 
467 (Utah 1989). 
DETERMINATIVE STATUTES 
Utah Code Ann., §16-10-4(0) (1953).1 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
The Court of Appeals has previously reversed and remanded this 
matter for rehearing. This is an appeal and cross appeal from the 
See Addendum A. 
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Amended Judgment entered against defendant-appellant Western Auto 
Radiator Co., Inc. (herein referred to as "Western") and in favor 
of defendants-cross appellants Willard and Keith Smith (herein 
referred to collectively as "Smiths") for indemnity of their time 
expended in litigation, costs and attorney's fees. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
This matter was reheard by Judge Conder, Senior Judge, after 
the Court of Appeals reversed and remanded the original judgment 
of $18,450.00 for attorney's fees and $13,080.20 for their time 
consumed in litigation, which totaled $31,530.20. 
The issues on remand were limited to: 
1. Defendants Smiths' entitlement to recover for 
their time consumed in litigation and the rate at which 
it was to be compensated. 
2. Defendants Smiths' entitlement to recover 
attorney's fees and the rate at which their attorney 
should be compensated. 
On September 13, 1989, the lower court held a hearing on 
remand at which time it heard testimony and accepted the time 
summaries of defendants Smiths as proffered testimony concerning 
the nature of the time which they had expended in the litigation 
of the original matter. The expanded time sheets reflected that 
the Smiths had consumed time in the underlying litigation which may 
be characterized as follows: 
1. Time spent consulting with their own attorney on 
matters of defense; 
2. Time spent reviewing pleadings in order to 
familiarize themselves with the nature of the lawsuit; 
3. Time attending their own depositions; 
4. Time attending the depositions of others; 
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5. Time spent in the courtroom awaiting developments; 
6. Time spent preparing schedules for presentation to 
the court; and, 
7. Time spent at the request of attorneys for the 
various parties in reconciling accounting data. 
Following the hearing, Judge Conder issued a memorandum 
decision in which he stated that the court had used the time sheets 
of Smiths "in arriving at it [sic] decision."2 In that decision, 
Judge Conder awarded Smiths judgment for the total time consumed 
in litigation for Willard Smith except 5.9 of 200.85 hours, and 
from Keith Smith he deducted 28.2 of 270.2 hours. 
Judge Conder awarded that time at the rate of $35.00 per hour 
based upon a calculation3 made by Keith Smith and submitted to the 
Court for the first time on March 30, 1989 following the remand of 
this case from the Court of Appeals. In awarding the Smiths 
compensation at the rate of $35.00 per hour, Judge Conder 
disregarded the testimony (T. 20, 86 Sept. 1989 Tran.) of both 
defendants Smiths that they had consistently charged Western $14.00 
per hour for their time. He likewise disregarded the paid invoices 
(R. 1390-1439, 1441-1480) which also reflected no more than $14.00 
per hour. 
The memorandum decision further awarded Smiths their 
attorney's fees for all of the time spent, both on defense and 
collection, on the case from inception to the date of settlement 
2Record on Appeal, p. 1517. 
3Record on Appeal, pp. 1389, 1440. 
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at the rate of $100.00 per hour. Mr. Cook had testified that not 
all of that time had been spent on defense of Smiths. And, 
further, that he had agreed to charge them at the rate of $75.00 
per hour initially. Both Keith Smith and Willard Smith testified 
that the agreed rate of compensation for David Cook when he began 
the case was $75.00 per hour. All witnesses testified that just 
prior to trial, the rate had been increased; however, none of them 
could testify as to when that change had occurred. Judge Conder 
disregarded that testimony. 
The result of the decision was to increase the prior judgment 
in favor of Smiths from $31,530.20 to $35,432.96 and to award 
interest on that sum at 10% from January 8, 1986 even though the 
court's previous award had been smaller and was reversed. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
I 
The lower court has defined indemnifiable expense as set forth 
in Utah Code Ann. , §16-10-4 (1953) to include the value of time 
consumed in litigation by a party defendant simply because he was 
a director of a corporation involved in a derivative suit by 
shareholders. Judge Conder interpreted this Court's prior decision 
as compelling such a result. 
Western understood the plain meaning of the prior decision of 
this Court to deny to a litigant recovery of the value of his time 
consumed in litigation. The basis for this Court's prior decision 
seemed to be that a litigant should be indemnified for his out-of-
pocket expenses necessarily incurred in defense, but not for the 
6 
value of his time. 
Western understood the prior decision of this Court to allow 
Smiths to recover from Western only for their accounting services 
which had been rendered in the course of litigation and which had 
been unpaid. The basis of this Court's suggestion seemed to be 
that the parties had a long-standing business relationship which 
involved Smiths doing accounting work for Western at an hourly rate 
of $13.00 and $14.00 per hour and in fairness, they ought to be 
paid for work done for Western. 
Judge Conder awarded the Smiths judgment against Western for 
all of their time consumed in litigation as an indemnifiable 
expense. Moreover, he awarded them the value of their time at the 
rate of $35.00 per hour based upon a calculation made by Keith 
Smith that during the years 1984 and 1985 the Smiths had charged 
Western more than the agreed rate by inflating the number of hours 
they personally worked. (The work was actually done by others or 
a computer.) 
Western urges this Court to reverse the judgment granted in 
favor of the Smiths and award them nothing. The record clearly 
demonstrated that Smiths submitted an invoice for the services they 
rendered to Western each and every month. It is likewise 
uncontroverted that Western paid each invoice in full in a timely 
fashion. 
Not one jurisdiction has ever adopted Judge Conder's view of 
the indemnification provisions of the Model Business Corporation 
Act, nor is there any reason why this Court should now do so. 
7 
Common law dictates otherwise and the statute clearly is not as 
broad as Judge Conder has ruled. 
II 
Under considerations on remand, this Court indicated that the 
statute precludes an award of fees to Smiths' attorney for his time 
spent trying to collect the Smiths' fees and directed Judge Conder 
to "pay particular attention to identifying those services for 
which an award of fees is appropriate (and explaining why)."4 The 
Judge either misunderstood or misapplied this Court's decision and 
granted Smiths judgment for every single minute of their attorney's 
time from inception until January 9, 1986 at the rate of $100.00 
per hour. 
Even though Mr. Cook testified that after the pretrial 
conference the Smiths were no longer defendants in a derivative 
action,5 he insisted that he was forced to defend the Smiths 
against claims made in the Pretrial Order and at trial.6 Neither 
Mr. Cook nor the Smiths were able to testify specifically what 
those claims were. The Pretrial Order is crystal clear that there 
were no derivative nor monetary claims made against the Smiths by 
the plaintiffs. With respect to claims made at trial, Judge Conder 
repeatedly limited plaintiffs' presentation to those issues set 
forth in the Pretrial Order. 
Record on Appeal, p. 1306, 1310. 
5Transcript, September 13, 1989 p. 135, 1. 14; Record on 
Appeal, p. 1756. 
6Id., p. 140, 1. 5-8. 
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Ill 
In addition to the foregoing, Judge Conder awarded the Smiths 
interest at the rate of 10% on the entire judgment amount from 
January 8, 1986. Since the prior judgment was reversed and 
remanded, it is clear that interest is inappropriate on the 
previous judgment amount. 
Judge Conder reasoned that interest should be awarded to the 
Smiths because the amount of the present judgment could have been 
calculated to a mathematical certainty on that date. Western 
submits that such a supposition is untenable. 
Judge Conder himself had previously awarded the Smiths 
attorney's fees either based upon 246 hours at $75.00 per hour or 
184.5 Hours at $100.00 per hour. On remand, he awarded Smiths 
attorney's fees for 198.75 hours at the rate of $100.00 per hour. 
Similarly, Judge Conder had previously awarded Smiths the value of 
their time based upon an undisclosed formula. On remand, he 
awarded the Smiths the value of their time based upon a calculation 
made by Keith Smith for the very first time in January 1989 which 
Judge Conder "rounded off". Western understands mathematical 
certainty to mean that anyone given the evidence presented to Judge 
Conder would have necessarily arrived at the same amount. 
Western simply does not understand how, if the same judge 
viewing the same evidence cannot come to the same conclusion twice, 
it constitutes the mathematical certainty. 
ARGUMENT I 
THE LOWER COURT ERRED IN ITS JUDGMENT IN FAVOR OF THE 
SMITHS FOR THEIR TIME CONSUMED IN LITIGATION BOTH WITH 
9 
RESPECT TO THE AMOUNT OF TIME AND THE RATE OF 
COMPENSATION. 
This case was reversed and remanded by the Utah Court of 
Appeals. Under the heading of "considerations on remand," this 
Court instructed the lower court to "scrutinize the evidence and 
distinguish between the types of work for which the Smiths are 
seeking compensation. We assume their services to Western as 
certified public accountants are recoverable whereas their time 
spent on activities which any named defendant in a lawsuit 
encounters, such as . . . is not recoverable." 
On remand, the Smiths again convinced the lower court that 
their time spent as ordinary defendants was recoverable simply 
because they were corporate officers and directors who had been 
sued by shareholders of Western.8 Western did not understand that 
to be in accord with the previous decision of this Court in this 
particular case,9 nor with the prevailing judicial thought on the 
subject.10 
Record on Appeal, p. 1305. 
8Transcript, June 18, 1990, p. 12; Record on Appeal, p. 
1755. 
9Goodrich v. Western Auto Radiator, Supra, 
^Phillips v. Investors Diversified Services, 426 F. Supp. 
208 (1976 D.C.N.Y.); 19 C.J.S., Corporations §490, p. 97 (1990); 
Western Fiberglass v. Kirton, McConkie & Bushnell, 789 P. 2d 34 
(Utah Ct. App. 1990) . 
10 
This Court has reviewed the history of Utah Code Ann., §16-
10-4 (1953) recently11. The survey seems to reflect that the 
purpose of indemnity is to reimburse the out-of-pocket expenses of 
officers and directors. In the Western Fiberglass case, the issue 
was whether attorney's fees for Kirton could be recovered, not 
whether the valuable time of the attorneys who were being sued "as 
agents" of the corporation could be recovered. 
In the case of Phillips v. IDS,™ the District Court (SDNY) 
denied recovery to an attorney/director who successfully 
represented himself in a shareholder's derivative action. In 
construing the New York statute, which is identical to our statute 
in pertinent part, the Phillips Court emphasized that expenses must 
be "actually and necessarily incurred" to be recoverable, and they 
found that Mr. Phillips was not entitled to recover because "he 
received no bill for an attorney's services."13 The Court found a 
rational legislative purpose in relieving the financial burden of 
those who paid attorneys to represent them and not doing so for 
those who represent themselves.14 In this case, Smiths have 
received no bill for accountancy services and their situation is 
similar to that of Mr. Phillips. 
Western Fiberglass v. Kirton, Supra. 
Phillips v. Investors Diversified Services, Supra 
13
 Jd., p. 215. 
uId., p. 216. 
11 
The purpose of the indemnification provisions of the Utah 
Business Corporation Act15 is to repay the out-of-pocket expenses 
of corporate directors/officers who are successful in defending 
their actions* The Act arose in response to the situation which 
arose at common law where a director found himself in the 
unsatisfactory position of being "exonerated from fault but subject 
to heavy attorneys' fees characteristic of the defense of such 
actions."16 Western has consistently agreed to indemnify Smiths for 
their attorney's fees in defense of the derivative action; however, 
Smiths have insisted that they are entitled to more than Western 
understands the law to allow them. 
The Smiths' expanded time summaries,17 which were submitted 
after the case was remanded, reflect the same amount of total time 
consumed in litigation as the affidavits18 filed prior to the 
original judgment. There are two principal differences between the 
first affidavits and the post-remand time summaries. 
In the first affidavits, the time spent by Smiths is divided 
between plaintiffs, defendants Bowerbank and defendant Western, 
whereas, in the later summaries, all of the time contained in the 
15Utah Code Ann., §16-10-1 et seg. (1953). 
^Phillips v. Investors Diversified Services, Supra, p. 
215; See also Western Fiberglass v. Kirton, McConkie & Bushnell, 
Supra, p. 36. 
17Record on Appeal 1660-1708 which are reproduced with 
Judge Conder's deletions struckout as Addendums B & C. 
18Record on Appeal, pp. 470-491. 
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first affidavits is attributed to work done for Western. 
The second difference is that virtually all of the time spent 
has been characterized as being accountancy time in the later 
summaries whereas, initially, a portion of it was characterized as 
litigant time. Phrases such as, "with attention toward preparation 
of proper accounting schedules to show true facts"19 have been added 
to the original sentence which said, "Time to read and try to 
understand first complaint."20 
At the outset, it should be noted that Smiths regularly 
invoiced Western for their accounting services and Western paid 
Smiths the invoiced amounts. Mr. Cook testified that: 
"The Court of Appeals . . . thought that Western had quit 
paying the Smiths' bills, apparently. That wasn't true. 
Western had paid Smiths regular bills as they went along, 
even including through the litigation. The Court of 
Appeals missed the point I was pitching for the Smiths 
on was indemnification for their time under the 
corporation as expenses, out-of-pocket expenses for them. 
They didn't rule on that."21 
19Record on Appeal 1660-1708 which are reproduced with 
Judge Conder's deletions struckout as Addendums B & C, p. C-l. 
Record on Appeal, p. 473. 
21Transcript, September 13, 1989, p. 132; Record on 
Appeal, p. 1756. 
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All of the $18,909.54 worth of invoices submitted by Smiths 
to Western during this litigation were paid by Western. 
Types of work for which the Smiths are seeking compensation. 
Clearly, the trial court has awarded the Smiths compensation 
for time which was spent sitting in the courtroom awaiting 
developments. In his expanded time sheet, Keith Smith has 
requested 270.2 hours and been awarded 242 hours. Of the time 
awarded by the trial court, 14.0 hours were for sitting in the 
court room on January 8-10, 1986;23 27 hours were for preparing for 
and attending the depositions of others; 24.2 hours were for 
reading, discussing with his attorney and drafting an answer to the 
original Complaint, the Second Amended Complaint, and preparing for 
trial. Without question, these are the types of activities any 
conscientious litigant engages in during litigation. Western 
believes that these types of activities are precisely what this 
Court referred to when it stated, "their time spent on activities 
which any named defendant in a lawsuit encounters, such as sitting 
around the courthouse awaiting developments, is not recoverable." 
Likewise, Willard Smith was awarded his time for being an 
ordinary litigant as set forth in Addendum B hereto. 
Rate of compensation - Keith Smith's formula. 
"Record on Appeal, pp. 1390-1480. 
23The record reflects that Blaine Goodrich was the only 
witness on January 8, 1986 (R. 1361-1536) and the case was settled 
on January 9, 1986 (R. 1537-1539). No proceedings were held on 
January 10th, 1986. 
24Record on Appeal, p. 1305. 
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The Utah Court of Appeals on remand also directed that the 
lower court address the concern of Western that Smiths were asking 
for a much higher rate than had been the long-standing practice of 
the parties. On the first appeal, Smiths argued to this Court that 
they were entitled to a higher rate of compensation because "the 
lower rates were for routine bookkeeping services rendered by 
persons in their employ and not for their own, more valuable 
services . . . "25 It should be noted by this Court that Willard 
Smith in his revised schedules26 noted that he had been previously 
paid for some of his time at the rate of $14.00 per hour. The 
lower court properly did not allow recovery for those amounts; 
however, Judge Conder ignored the rate at which Mr. Smith himself 
had calculated his fee. 
The lower court awarded Smiths $35.00 per hour for their time 
based upon the computation made by Keith Smith of the effective 
rate which had been charged Western during the calendar years 1984 
and 1985. The computation itself is fundamentally flawed. Mr. 
Smith premises his calculation of effective rate on the fact that 
the Smiths' accounting firm charged Western $13.00 or $14.00 per 
hour for every hour spent by themselves or anyone employed by them 
while working on Western matters. When the actual work was done 
by a clerical employee who was only paid $6.02 per hour, Smiths 
realized a windfall. When charges were made by the page rather 
Record on Appeal, p. 1309. 
26Record on Appeal, pp. 1699, 1701, referring to meetings 
with Bert Dart on October 1984 and June 1985. 
15 
than by the hour or were computer generated, Mr. Smith included the 
entire charge as an addition to his hourly rate even though he does 
not indicate the amount of time actually expended in generating the 
pages and by whom it was performed. 
The flaw is that when Smiths themselves did any work for 
Western, they only charged and were only paid $13.00 or $14.00 per 
hour. As Keith Smith's compilation reflects, the effective rate 
fluctuated greatly depending upon how much time the Smiths 
personally spent working for Western. 
In the case at hand, Smiths claim to have spent a great deal 
of their time in litigation. Had Smiths simply reflected their 
time spent in litigation on the normal monthly billings which were 
sent to Western each and every month,27 they would have only been 
charging Western $13.00 or $14.00 per hour for the time spent, and 
the resulting effective hourly rate would be drastically reduced. 
It seems anomalous for the lower court to have awarded a higher 
rate of compensation to the Smiths simply because they saved up the 
hours and asked for them at the end of litigation rather than when 
they were actually incurred at the lower rate. 
Moreover, when the Smiths themselves submitted a bill to 
Western for time consumed in the Western litigation on or about 
November 30, 1985 (R. 1515, Exhibit W-l), the hourly rate was 
$25.00 per hour. In explaining that billing, Keith Smith 
27Record on Appeal, pp. 1390-1438, 1441-1480. 
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testified that the billing reflected a rate of $25.00 per hour for 
ten hours of uncompensated time expended in litigation and as of 
November 30, 1985, there was no past due amount. He further 
testified that it was only a partial billing and that no previous 
billing had ever been sent.29 Western submits that Exhibit W-l 
clearly demonstrates that the Smiths themselves only valued their 
time at the rate of $25.00 per hour and as of November 30, 1985, 
they had only accumulated ten hours of uncompensated time. 
It appears that the lower court accepted the premise that it 
was an acceptable practice to reflect an hourly rate of $13.00 or 
$14.00 per hour on their invoices for Smiths' time, but when they 
were actually required to personally perform the work, they could 
charge the previously undisclosed higher figure of $35.00 per hour. 
The theory is deceitful. Western submits that the judicial system 
should not approve the practice of evaluating an individual's time 
value after the fact. 
ARGUMENT II 
THE LOWER COURT ERRED IN ITS JUDGMENT IN FAVOR OF THE 
SMITHS FOR THEIR ATTORNEY'S FEES BOTH WITH RESPECT TO 
THE RATE OF COMPENSATION BEFORE THE PRETRIAL SETTLEMENT 
CONFERENCE AND TO THE AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT IN DEFENSE OF 
THE SMITHS AS DIRECTORS. 
Attorney's fees after pretrial. 
Record on Appeal, September 13, 1989, pp. 22, 23. 
29Transcript, September 13, 1989, p. 23; Record on Appeal 
p. 1756. 
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The Utah Court of Appeals reminded the lower court that the 
Smiths had the burden of proof to establish the amount to which 
they were entitled.30 The issue of attorney's fees was apparently 
confusing to the trial court as evidenced by the direct statement 
to that effect by Judge Conder.31 
Smiths chose to meet their burden of proof by a combination 
of proffer and testimony on cross examination. Smiths' counsel, 
Mr. Cook, testified that it was impossible for him to differentiate 
between the amount of time he had spent on matters of defense and 
how much time had been spent in attempting to collect for the 
Smiths.32 At one point, he submitted that he had spent 99% of his 
time on defense up to the time of settlement.33 Western believes 
that such a claim is simply incredible. 
Mr. Cook drafted an Answer and Counterclaim34, attended 
depositions, drafted a portion of the Pretrial Order and generally 
attended to all matters with an eye toward recovery of fees for his 
clients. One has only to look to the transcripts of testimony to 
find that Mr. Cook's questioning of witnesses was directed to 
specific statutory language which enables directors sued in a 
30Record on Appeal, p. 1305. 
31Transcript, June 18, 1990, p. 8; Record on Appeal, p. 
1755. 
32Record on Appeal, pp. 127-128. 
33Transcript, September 13, 1989, pp. 131, 133; Record on 
Appeal, p. 1756. 
34Record on Appeal, pp. 89-95 
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derivative action to recover their expenses of litigation. Given 
the view of the Business Corporation Act35 taken by the Smiths, i.e. 
that their personal time consumed in litigation is recoverable, it 
is only logical to conclude that much of Mr. Cook's time was 
consumed not in matters of defense, but rather in affirmatively 
seeking compensation from the company. 
Neither Mr. Cook nor his clients could point to a single 
affirmative claim made against them following the Pretrial Order. 
The lower court seemed to recognize that there were no claims made 
against Smiths following the Pretrial Order when it asked Mr. Cook 
the question, "Wasn't that put in the pre-trial order, that at that 
point there was no further action by the plaintiffs against these 
two defendants?"36 Mr. Cook responded in the negative. However, 
he was never able to state what claim the plaintiffs were making 
against the directors Smiths in their capacity as directors. When 
asked whether the plaintiffs had offered to dismiss the claim 
against the Smiths and let them go their own way, he responded that 
they were unable to accept the offer because of their 
responsibility to the co-defendant Bill Bowerbank.37 
The Smiths could not be dismissed without their own consent, 
which was withheld. The fact remains that they were either engaged 
in a quixotic attempt to defend against claims that were not made 
^Utah Code Ann., §16-10-1 et seg. (1953). 
36Transcript, September 13, 1989, p. 131; Record on 
Appeal, p. 1756. 
37Id., p. 135. 
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or they were continuing their involvement in order to recover fees 
for their time. 
Rate for attorney's fees. 
All of the testimony presented to the lower court clearly 
indicates Mr. Cook undertook the defense of Smiths for the agreed 
rate of $75.00 per hour. Mr. Cook testified that he raised his 
hourly rate at the time things began to heat up, which he believed 
to have been after the time of the pretrial.38 Smiths were unable 
to state when Mr. Cook had raised his hourly rate, although Keith 
Smith did testify that they had paid and were continuing to pay 
their bill.39 
In spite of the testimony to the contrary, the lower court 
awarded all of Mr. Cook's time at the rate of $100.00 per hour. 
In its memorandum opinion, the lower court stated that the reason 
for awarding all time at the rate of $100.00 per hour was that 
there was no challenge that such was not a reasonable amount for 
an attorney's fee.40 Western asserts that it consistently took the 
position that it should be required to reimburse for only actual 
fees incurred for time spent in defense. The reasonableness of the 
fee is simply a maximum limitation on the fee actually incurred. 
(i.e., Had Smiths retained an attorney and agreed to pay $300.00 
per hour, their recovery rate would have been limited to $100.00 
5
 Transcript, September 13, 1989, p. 128; Record on 
Appeal, p. 1756. 
39Id., pp. 18-19. 
^Record on Appeal, p. 1519. 
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per hour. Conversely when, as in this case, they hired an attorney 
at an agreed fee of $75.00 per hour, they are limited to recovery 
at the rate of $75.00 per hour and should not be awarded judgment 
for a $25.00 per hour windfall.) 
The lower court has misapplied the law in this case. In the 
case at hand, attorney's fees are a matter of compensable expense 
and the statute specifically requires that they be actually 
incurred. Here, Mr. Cook agreed to represent Smiths for a specific 
hourly rate of $75.00 per hour up until the parties agreed to 
change the rate of compensation at approximately the time of trial 
when the rate was changed to $100.00 per hour. Thus, Smiths 
actually incurred attorney's fees through the pretrial at the rate 
of $75.00 per hour for the first 71.75 hours. To compensate them 
at the higher rate of $100.00 per hour is to award them a windfall 
of more than $1,793.75 plus interest, which clearly is not 
contemplated by the statute. 
ARGUMENT III 
THE LOWER COURT ERRED IN AWARDING THE SMITHS INTEREST ON 
THE ENTIRE JUDGMENT FROM JANUARY 8, 1986. 
Interest. 
The lower court has awarded Smiths interest on the entire 
judgment at the rate of 10% from January 6, 1986. The lower court 
relied on the case of Smith v. Linmar Energy Corp., 132 Utah Adv. 
Rep. 52, at 54 (Ct. of App. 1990).41 In arriving at the amount upon 
which interest would be charged, the court used the hourly rate 
Record on Appeal, p. 1640. 
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"the Smiths calculated had been charged the corporation in their 
past dealings."42 The calculation is found for the first time in 
the Affidavit filed by Keith Smith on March 30, 1989.43 
The lower court correctly quoted some language from the Linmar 
case; however, it failed to note the second part of the test, to 
wit: "A court can award prejudgment interest only when a loss is 
fixed at a particular time and the amount can be fixed with 
accuracy."44 Western submits that originally the Smiths were 
claiming entitlement to all of their time at the rates of $60.00 
and $40.00 per hour, and the lower court initially awarded them 
judgment on some other undisclosed rate. Subsequently, this Court 
reversed and remanded the matter for rehearing.45 In March 1989, 
Keith Smith submitted his Affidavit which ultimately became the 
lower court's basis for ruling. Now, the lower court has "rounded 
off"46 Keith Smith's calculation and granted judgment. 
Western submits that it would have been impossible for anyone 
to have calculated the figure eventually granted by the lower court 
to a "mathematical certainty" until the lower court finally made 
its decision. Therefore, no prejudgment interest should be 
Record on Appeal, p. 1517. 
43Record on Appeal, pp. 1385, 1389, 1440. 
"Smith v. Linmar Energy Corp., 132 Utah Adv. Rep. 52 at 
54 (Utah Ct. App. 1990). 
45Record on Appeal, p. 1306. 
^Record on Appeal, p. 1593. 
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awarded. 
Moreover, the general rule is that when a judgment is reversed 
and remanded, no interest is awarded until such time as the court 
on remand has made and entered a new judgment. Judge Conder 
failed to follow this general rule. 
SMITHS FAILED TO MEET THEIR BURDEN OF PROOF 
In its decision, This Court has recognized that the Smiths had 
the burden49 "to prove what they are entitled to." Following 
remittitur, Western promptly transmitted Interrogatories and 
Request for Production of Documents to Smiths as well as their 
counsel.50 On or about January 18, 1989, Smiths transmitted their 
responses to counsel for Western in which they responded that they 
had no contemporaneous record of the time reflected in the time 
summaries nor did they have any contemporaneous record of the rates 
which they charged any of their customers.51 Thereafter, Smiths 
submitted a set of affidavits52 which expanded their prior 
explanations. 
A7Jorgensen v. John Clay & Co., 660 P.2d 229 233 (Utah 
1983); Smith v. Linmar Energy Corp., Supra. 
^Resner v. Northern Pacific Ry. , 520 P.2d 655 (Mont. 
1974). 
49Record on Appeal, p. 1305. 
50Record on Appeal, p. 1363, filed September 22, 1989. 
51Record on Appeal, pp. 1660-1753, vol. 3. 
52Record on Appeal, pp. 1371-1481. 
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At the hearing on remand, the lower court, over objection, 
allowed introduction of the affidavits as proof of the time 
expended by the Smiths and the nature of the work done. Keith 
Smith testified that, in spite of his answers to discovery, the 
Smiths did have contemporaneous records from which the summaries 
had been created and that those documents had never been produced 
for inspection. 
Smiths' attorney, David S. Cook, simply refused to answer the 
Interrogatories which requested a delineation to the time spent on 
defense and the time spent collecting Smiths' fees. 
Judge Conder stated that the affidavits were admissible and 
that the failure to produce merely went to the weight of the 
evidence.53 
Western urged in the lower court that because the burden was 
on Smiths to prove what attorney's time was spent on defense and 
what was spent affirmatively trying to recover their time, the 
evidence which the Smiths presented needed to differentiate between 
the category of service rendered. The lower court admitted that 
"that gave me the biggest problem on the whole thing, when they 
were acting in defense and when they were acting affirmatively. 
It was so enmeshed between the two . . . "54 Nonetheless, the lower 
court awarded every single minute of attorney's time up to the 
53Transcript, September 13, 1989, p. 121 1. 19-22; Record 
on Appeal, p. 1756. 
54Transcript, June 18, 1990, p. 8; Record on Appeal, p. 
1755. 
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moment of settlement. Judge Conder recognized that Smiths' 
attorney had been engaged in both defense and affirmatively 
pursuing recovery, yet because they were "enmeshed," he awarded 
them fees for all of the time. 
Western urged the lower court not to guess or speculate. The 
failure of Smiths to produce evidence to support their claim forced 
the lower court to speculate as to the proportion of time spent in 
defense. Thus, Judge Conder did "stubbornly ignore and refuse to 
be guided by credible evidence when all reasonable minds would 
accept"55 that Mr. Cook had devoted a portion of his time and effort 
prior to settlement on the affirmative task of collecting fees for 
the Smiths. In awarding all of Mr. Cook's time as an indemnifiable 
expense under the statute, Judge Conder either ignored all of the 
evidence which was to the contrary or based his conclusion upon NO 
factual basis at all. Speculation as to damages is impermissible.56 
The general rule is that where a party fails to produce 
evidence of its damages it is entitled to only nominal damages.57 
In this case although the Smiths did produce evidence they 
stubbornly refused to give the lower Court any basis whatsoever 
upon which to base its distinction between compensable and non-
compensable expenses. 
Subsequent to the hearings and judgment on remand, Western 
"DeVas v. Noble, 369 P. 2d 290 at 293 (Utah 1962). 
56Moran v. First Security Corp., 24 P. 2d 384 at 390; 22 
Am. Jur. 2d, Damages §22, p. 40. 
5722 Am. Jur. 2d, Damages §25. 
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has become aware that counsel for Smiths and the Honorable Dean E. 
Conder were associates in the practice of law from approximately 
1969 through approximately 1975,58 Because of this previously 
undisclosed59 prior association in the practice of law with David 
S. Cook, there may be the question of bias. Accordingly, in the 
event this matter must again be remanded for hearing, Western 
submits that it would be appropriate for a judge other than Judge 
Conder to hear this matter. 
While Western is unable to point to any specific instance of 
prejudice and has profound respect for Judge Conder's abilities as 
a jurist, it would have perhaps been better to have disclosed the 
past association to the respective counsel at the outset rather 
than having counsel learn of it by accident while the matter was 
on appeal. Had the respective counsel known, they could have taken 
such action as they felt appropriate. 
Western believes that the revelation would have been most 
appropriate in light of the fact that Judge Conder has been asked 
to judge the value of David S. Cook's representation in this case, 
and presumably he had to make similar judgments while practicing 
with Mr. Cook at which time he may have had a pecuniary interest 
in the outcome. 
CONCLUSION 
This Court should award Smiths judgment in the amount of 
See Addendum D, Affidavit of James A. Mclntyre. 
59See Addendum D, Affidavits of Bert Dart and Michael 
Heyrend. 
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$5,381.25 as indemnification for their reasonable attorney's fees 
actually and necessarily incurred in defense of them as directors 
of Western through the pretrial conference and order issued 
thereon; $252.07 as indemnification for their costs incurred in 
defense; and interest thereon at the rate of 10% from the 2nd day 
of December 1985. Further, this Court should order the return to 
defendant Western Auto Radiator its deposit in lieu of supersedeas 
which is in excess of the judgment of this Court. 
In the event that this Court is unable to determine from the 
record the appropriate amount to which Smiths are entitled, then 
the matter should be remanded to the Third Judicial District Court 
for assignment to a judge other than the Honorable Dean E. Conder. 
DATED this day of December, 1990. 
Respectfully submitted, 
. McINTYRE 7] 
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ADDENDUM A 
DETERMINATIVE STATUES 
Utah Code Ann., §16-10-4(o) (1953) 
16-10-4(0) (1) A corporation shall have power to indemnify 
any person who was or is a party or is threatened to be made a 
party to any threatened, pending or completed action, suit or 
proceeding, whether civil, criminal, administrative or investi-
gative (other than an action by or in the right of the corporation) 
by reason of the fact that he is or was a director, officer, 
employee or agent of the corporation, or is or was serving at the 
request of the corporation as a director, of officer, employee or 
agent of another corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust or 
other enterprise, against expenses (including attorney' s fees), 
judgments, fines and amounts paid in settlement actually and 
reasonably incurred by him in connection with such action, suit or 
proceeding if he acted in good faith and in a manner he reasonably 
believed to be in or not opposed to the best interests of the 
corporation, and, with respect to any criminal action or 
proceeding, had no reasonable cause to believe his conduct was 
unlawful. The termination of any action, suit or proceeding by 
judgment, order, settlement, conviction, or upon a plea of nolo 
contendere or its equivalent, shall not, of itself, create a 
presumption that the person did not act in good faith and in a 
manner which he reasonably believed to be in or not opposed to the 
best interests of the corporation, and with respect to any criminal 
action or proceeding, had reasonable cause to believe that his 
conduct was unlawful. 
(2) A corporation shall have power to indemnify any person 
who was or is a party or is threatened to be made a party to any 
threatened, pending or completed action or suit by or in the right 
of the corporation to procure a judgment in its favor by reason of 
the fact that he is or was a director, officer, employee or agent 
of the corporation, or is or was serving at the request of the 
corporation as a director, officer, employee or agent of another 
corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust or other enterprise 
against expenses (including attorney's fees) actually and 
reasonably incurred by him in connection with the defense or 
settlement of such action or suit if he acted in good faith and in 
a manner he reasonably believed to be in or not opposed to the best 
interests of the corporation and except that no indemnification 
shall be made in respect of any claim, issue or matter as to which 
such person shall have been adjudged to be liable for negligence 
or misconduct in the performance of his duty to the corporation 
unless and only to the extent that the court in which such action 
or suit was brought shall determine upon application that, despite 
the adjudication of liability but in view of all circumstances of 
the case, such person is fairly and reasonably entitled to 
indemnity for such expenses which such court shall deem proper. 
(3) To the extent that a director, officer, employee or 
agent of a corporation has been successful on the merits or 
otherwise in defense of any action, suit or proceeding referred 
to in (1) or (2) of this subsection, or in defense of any 
claim, issue or matter therein, he shall be indemnified against 
expenses (including attorney's fees) actually and reasonably 
incurred by him in connection therewith. 
(4) Any indemnification under (1) or (2) of this subsec-
tion (unless ordered by a court) shall be made by the corpora-
tion only as authorized in the specific case upon a determina-
tion that indemnification of the director, officer, employee 
or agent is proper in the circumstances because he has met the 
applicable standard of conduct set forth in (1) or (2) of this 
subsection. Such determination shall be made by the board of 
directors by a majority vote of a quorum of the directors, or 
by the shareholders. 
(5) Expenses incurred in defending a civil or criminal 
action, suit or proceedinq may be paid by the corporation in 
advance of the final disposition of such action, suit or 
proceeding as authorized in the manner provided in (4) of this 
subsection upon receipt of an undertaking by or on behalf of 
the director, officer, employee or agent to repay such amount 
unless it shall ultimately be determined that he is entitled 
to be indemnified by the corporation as authorized in this 
section. 
(6) The indemnification provided by this subsection 
shall not be deemed exclusive of any other rights to which 
those indemnified may be entitled under any bylaw, agreement, 
vote of shareholders or disinterested directors or otherwise, 
both as to action in his official capacity and as to action in 
another capacity while holding such office and shall continue 
as to a person who has ceased to be a director, officer, 
employee or agent and shall inure to the benefit of the heirs, 
executors and administrators of such a person. 
(7) A corporation shall have power to purchase and main-
tain insurance on behalf of any person who is or was a 
director, officer, employee or agent of the corporation, or is 
or was serving at the request of the Corporation as a director, 
officer, employee or agent of another corporation, partnership, 
joint venture, trust or other enterprise against any liability 
asserted against him and incurred by him in any such capacity 
or arising out of his status as such, whether or not the 
corporation would have the power to indemnify him against such 
liabilty under the provisions of this subsection. 
ADDENDUM B 
Willard L. Smith, CPA 
Schedule of Hours for the Lawsuit 
of Western Auto Radiator 
1984 
March 5 
Meeting with Attorney Cook with regards to a court 
summons served us at 7:27 PM February 29, 1984 to solicit 
his services and go over the charges against Western, us 
as corporate officers of Western, and the various 
Bowerbanks. One of the complaints alleged Western through 
it's officers allowed itself to be improperly controlled. 
Another complaint alleged that Western's stock had been 
improperly issued by officers acting for the corporation. 
The issues required us as officers and as CPA's in 
position of the most complete accounting workpapers to 
show that Western Auto Radiator was operated 
independently of Mr Bowerbank. Also to disclose the 
clerical error on stock issue. Our time with Mr Cook was 
to clearly understand the legal requirements and to 
obtain the necessary documentation to settle the claims. 
Hours 
March 6 
A follow up meeting with Attorney, Mr. Cook, to go over 
the contracts and issues listed in the complaint against 
Western, etc. Copies of CPA workpapers and documents were 
also left. The purpose of this meeting was to deliver 
financial records and to answer any questions regarding 
the data. Cook was then to present the information to 
Western's acting attorney Watkiss and Campbell and 
Mclntyre. 
Hours 
March 16 
Conference with Mr. Cook to go over issues and to learn 
what evidence was needed for pretrial issues and to 
prepare a stock clarification schedule as requested and 
EXHIBIT "A" 
Willard L. Smith, CPA 2 
Schedule of hours for the Lawsuit 
of Western Auto Radiator 
outlined by the company attorneys1. This data was to 
refute claim regarding Westerns stock and to correct the 
clerical error in Western stock records. 
Hours=1.5 
March 7, 
15,28 
CPA time to go over common stock contract, preferred 
stock contract and building contract, and prepare 
schedules to discuss and work with CPA firm LEVERICH & 
CO., representing Mclntyre's office. Our firm provided 
details and worked with them to provide data needed which 
covered a time of several years. The CPA workpapers and 
the tracing of detail by Mr Leverich & Co provided 
evidence about the charges against Western as well as 
others. (Other staff time of 2 hours not included) 
Hours=6.0 
March 25 
Additional CPA time to prepare more detailed schedule of 
the Preferred stock issued, as requested by company 
attorney. Schedule dated March 26, 1984 listing the 
correct number of shares and the proposed stock 
corrections for Attorneys Cook, and company Atty Vogel, 
and Mclntyre. (research time 2 hrs and preparation time 
3 hrs) (See Watkiss and Campbell request letter 3/6/84.) 
Hours=5.0 
April 4 
1
 Watkins & Cambell were confirmed acting corporate attorneys at 
Board Meeting April 4 1984. They retired as such around mid 1984. 
The parties were still trying to negotiate a settlement, so no one 
objected at this time to this arrangement. At the board meeting on 
thQ 4th of April Blaine and Dan abstained, they did not vote 
against appointment. 
Willard L. Smith, CPA 3 
Schedule of Hours for the Lawsuit 
of Western Auto Radiator 
Delivery of financial data requested by Corporate 
attorneys on W. W. Bowerbanks Income Tax Schedule D to 
provide evidence on the amount of shares reported by Mr. 
Bowerbank on the sale of Western stock. The evidence 
provided could be used to help correct Western's stock 
as well as charges against others.(Our letter dated 
4/4/84) 
Hours=1.0 
Apr. 
Clerical time by staff spent with two CPA's sent by Mr. 
Mcintyre's office. The secretaries were used to organize 
the various years of CPA workpapers into a coherent 
assortment of information. This was to enable Mclntyre's 
CPAs to more efficiently check the records. 
(Paid Hours =2.0) 
May 31 
Conference with Nr. Cook as to legal meaning of Western's 
stock issues that were still unclear and to determine 
what was needed from us as professional CPAs as to 
financial data to be provided. The information was to be 
used to refute claims against Western, officers acting 
for it, and etc, on the clerical stock issue. We were 
also seeking to correct the stock issued. 
Hours=2.0 
August 14,15 
CPA Time to analyze and review Western Auto Radiators 
preferred stock problem and reconcile Mr Mcintyre's 
number of share 171,712 to the amount that should have 
been issued by the corporation. (See schedule and letter 
dated 8/15/84) This financial data was requested by Atty 
Michael Heyrant, of the Firm Watkiss & Campbell. The 
purpose was to disclose how the clerical error was made 
and 
Willard L. Smith, CPA 4 
Schedule of Hours for the Lawsuit 
of Western Auto Radiator 
to refute the watered stock claim against the 
corporation, officers acting for it, and others. 
Hours=5.5 
Sept 10 
Consultation time with Mr. Cook on new issues alleged by 
Mr Mclntyre against Western, officers acting for it, and 
W W Bowerbank. He claimed Western and it's officers had 
allowed assets to be fraudulently diverted from the 
company. Another charge was that a corporate officer had 
changed the stock purchase agreement causing Western to 
pay $14,402,00 extra. He also charged that the corporate 
consulting agreement with Mr. Bowerbank had been entered 
into secretly. We worked with Mr. Cook on researching, 
compiling, and assembling documents to discredit these 
erroneous claims against Western, etc. 
Hours=2 
Oct. 
Prepare documents needed by Burt Dart, Western's Atty. 
(Paid Hours=0.6) 
Dec. 4 
Studied the affidavit of Val Kidman December and its 
implications. Time as an expert witness and possessor of 
the most complete accounting documents to search out the 
evidence and document answer. Afterwards this material 
was given to Mr. Cook for trial purposes. The CPA 
material provided assisted Western, it's officers, and 
others against allegations made. 
Hours=2.5 
Dec. 26,27 
Willard L. Smith, CPA 5 
Schedule of Hours for the Lawsuit 
of Western Auto Radiator 
Preparation time for depositions on the lawsuit. The 
charges against Western, the acts of it's officers, and 
others were constantly changing. In order to expertly 
testify as to formal allegations as well as informal, we 
needed to review each allegation, and then reread the CPA 
workpapers, documents and schedules that showed what 
actually had transpired. As possessors of the most 
complete records, we needed to prepare to answer 
guestions against Western, the acts of it's officers and 
others. 
Hours=3.0 
1985 
Feb. 14 
Depositions at Mr. Mclntyres office for W. Bowerbank, 
Willard Smith and Keith Smith. I provided expert 
testimony as to allegations against the corporation, 
corporate officers, and others. I listened to the 
testimony given, so that I could answer allegations from 
the records in my possession. 
Hours=6.0 
April 
Professional CPA time in assembling and copying all 
corporate tax returns for Western Auto Radiator Co. back 
to the first return filed in the year 1966 as requested 
by the trial attorneys. This information could be used 
by the corporation to answer any allegation to as to 
corporate wrongdoing as well as to charges against 
others. 
Hours=4.0 
Professional CPA time to assemble and deliver the 
schedule to refute claims against Western etc on 
preferred stock payments. Looking up each check and 
listing each check number and 
Willard L. Smith, CPA 
Schedule of Hours for the Lawsuit 
of Western Auto Radiator 
the exact date of payment and preparation of copies for 
attorneys. 
Hours=3 
Professional CPA time to prepare and deliver schedules 
for each stock purchaser, listing the number of incorrect 
shares, cost price, correct shares and their cost prices 
with accompanying notes to direct the correction of 
Western's stock. 
Hours=4 
As an expert witness I attended Blaine Goodrich's 
deposition because I was the only person other than W 
Bowerbank who had been associated with the company 
continually and who could give counsel as to the 
testimony• After Blaine's deposition I met with Michael 
Heyrand and other defense attorneys on items disclosed 
in Blaine's testimony. 
Hours=6 
June 
Rewrite action and a meeting with Atty Burt Dart company 
attorney. 
(Paid Hours=1.5) 
Aug. 5 
CPA time to respond to query by Michael Heyrand on stock 
issue. See letter and schedules as of this date to refute 
stock claims against Western, officers acting for it, and 
others. 
Hours=5 
Sep. 
Wc possessed the moot complete record of evento, the CPA 
workpapers, and supporting documents. At the request of 
Dill—Dowerbank—we copied—document—§e^—William—W 
Dowerbank. The document copied also showed that neither 
the corporation nor it's officers had been involved in 
Willard L. Smith, CPA 7 
Schedule of Hours for the Lawsuit 
of Western Auto Radiator 
Houro-O.Q 
Tax returns furnished to attorney. 
6.40 Paid 
Charges for work on minutes books. Clerical time in 
typing, photocopying, and comparing copies of minutes to 
make sure sets are compete. 
(Paid Hours=2.7) 
Time working on corporation minutes in order to have 
three complete copies and to make sure there were no 
duplications. A complete copy of the minutes was 
necessary to all attorneys involved including the 
corporate attorney. 
23.9 hrs 
Time already billed to corporation by secretaries. 
2.7 hrs 
Unbilled Amount Hours=21.2 
Copying vouchers long oincc filed away of Western Auto 
Radiator Co for lawsuit. The documentation was needed to 
anowcr charges against Western, and others. 
Houro«2.0 
Oct. 
In order to try to settle charges against Western and 
others, we met with the purchasers and Mr. Mcintyre. 
Mclntyre alleged that the officers acting for the company 
had made a contract which overpaid for Western's building 
purchase contract. Other allegations were made against 
the corporation, officers acting for it and others. We 
gave them our expert testimony that the value paid by the 
company was fair and reasonable. 
Willard L. Smith, CPA 8 
Schedule of Hours for the Lawsuit 
of Western Auto Radiator 
Hours=1.5 
Oct. 2,3 
Preparation time as expert witnesses working with Mr. 
Cook for trial which had been scheduled for 10/9/85. 
Assembling evidence, preparing records to be available 
in court so as to be ready to deliver necessary financial 
data in the defence of Western, its officers and others. 
We assembled data from an eighteen year period and 
organized them so as to obtain data needed for the trial. 
This included time to work out answers for counter-claims 
and cross claims dated 10/5/85. 
Hours=6. 
Oct. 30 
Time in conference with Mr. Cook to plan our defense in 
the law suit. 
Hours=1.25 
Oct. 
Copy Document's for William W.—Dowcrbank.—The documents 
also—ohowod—that—teke—corporation—had—not allowed—±&& 
asscto to be improperly diverted. 
Houro»l.0 
Oct. 
I talked to Blaine about management and the suit against 
Western and others. The discussion included the serious 
legal cost to Western or the plaintiffs if the case went 
to trial. One asset of the corporation was the ability 
of past and future officers to work together and share 
experience. The very existence of the company as a team 
were beginning to be in question. We expressed belief 
that if plaintiffs went to trial, there would be no 
chance for the parties to ever 
Willard L. Smith, CPA 9 
Schedule of Hours for the Lawsuit 
of Western Auto Radiator 
work together. Private company information was being 
dispersed with the consent of the proper officeholders. 
Hours=1.5 
Additional time on company minutes and final preparations 
to make 3 complete copies. 
Hours=11.0 
Work on company by-laws to make ready for printing. The 
by-laws were needed by all attorneys including the 
company attorney in order assist with the allegations 
made against Western, it's officers, and others. 
Hours=1.0 
Printing costs for binding company minutes. Three copies 
made available, (paid $11.10) 
Oct. 30 
Meeting with Heyrend and Maloy on a plan to implement an 
offer from W. W. Bowerbank. I gave expert tax and 
accounting advise as to the proposed changes to 
contracts. 
(paid Hours=1.2) 
Oct 30 
Conference with company attorney Bert Dart on stock 
issues and proposed remedies. 
Hours=1.0 
Nov. 7 
Conference with Mr Cook to analyze, check, and recheck 
evidence gathered in defense of Western, it's officers, 
and us. 
Hours=6 
Nov. 8 
Conference with Mr Cook on the issues of the lawsuit. We 
went over items needed in defense 
Willard L. Smith, CPA 10 
Schedule of Hours for the Lawsuit 
of Western Auto Radiator 
of me, and Western actions through me and other officers. 
For example, a schedule of why the consulting agreement 
made sense to the company. The schedules needed would 
answer charges that Western allowed it's assets to be 
diverted to improper channels, as well as charges against 
me. Also as an expert witness for the actions of Western 
through it's officers I needed to prepare meaningful 
exhibits that would help the court determine the facts. 
The schedules prepared would later be used by Western and 
others in their defense, 
Hours=2.5 
Nov. 22 
We received letter from Mr. Cook telling us to prepare 
for trial and to obtain any evidence we do not already 
have to cover items in second amended complaint. 
Preparation time as a CPA to review data already produced 
and to work out and assemble additional data in defense 
of corporation, and it's officers. Time to study items 
41 to 59 in the second complaint issued by Mclntyre in 
order to be able to expertly testify as to the facts. The 
schedules prepared would be used by Western and others 
in their defense. 
Hours=7.0 
Dec. 
Conference with Mr. Cook, Heyrend, Maloy, Dart (Company 
attorney), and Shaffer on pre trial items and to learn 
of additional documents and data needed from the company 
records for proof. As a Professional CPA this data was 
searched for and prepared as requested. The documents 
were used by Western and others in their defense. 
Hours=3.0 
Dec. 7 
Willard L. Smith, CPA 11 
Schedule of Hours for the Lawsuit 
of Western Auto Radiator 
A conference was held with attorneys on additional items 
needed for trial on December 10th and to work on other 
needed items of proof. I searched the CPA accounting 
workpapers and the supporting documention and prepared 
the necessary CPA schedules. This required much time as 
we were working with 18 years of documents. The schedules 
were later used by Western, and others in their defense.2 
Hours=6.0 
Dec. 8 
Work on proof for Tuesday's trial and working with files 
to insure quick recall. All the documentation was needed 
to prove that there had been no misuse of funds and 
assets and that the contracts had been performed as 
agreed. The contract payments covered a period of seven 
years and were paid by bonus and amounts withheld from 
the employee's wage checks. Thus many checks were needed 
as proof as well as other payroll documents. The evidence 
produced was used by Western and others in their defense. 
Hours=7.0 
Dec. 9 
As an expert witness and CPA, I continued preparations 
for the trial, rechecking material to be filed in order 
for quick access, placing records in boxes for 
transporting to court room. To deliver and assemble the 
documents required many boxes and much preparation. The 
records and documents covered 18 years and the job was 
not a simple task. The records provided were available 
to Western and others in their own defense. I would be 
needed to find earlier workpapers and schedules at the 
trial. 
Western accepted by reference a great deal of the exhibit list 
that we provided Watkiss and Campbell. 
Willard L. Smith, CPA 12 
Schedule of Hours for the Lawsuit 
of Western Auto Radiator 
Hours=6.0 
Dec. 10, 
11, & 12 
Time in court as an expert witness. Also assisted Keith 
in transportation of documents. Available as expert 
witnesses to answer questions from the 18 years of 
records of Western in the court room. As CPAs we were 
available to produce proof and data for the court. The 
trial was full of ever changing, unsupported, trifling, 
unmeritorious claims against our firm, Western Auto 
Radiator Company, and Mr. Bowerbank and his sons, with 
the intent only to force our resignation so as to obtain 
control of the corporation. This everchanging volume of 
charges required a continual search for documentation and 
proof. The years of record were voluminous and required 
much effort and time. As the record will establish our 
research time was increased many times by continual new 
unsupported claims. About twenty at trial. Every time a 
claim was proven to be in error new claims were 
substituted. We continually searched and summarized 
accounting facts as the plaintiff's counsel made charge 
after charge of wrong doing. The game became so flagrant 
that the honorable Judge Conder asked the attorneys to 
state what the case was about. 
Hours=24.0 
Dec. 
Time spent to hunt information on 1978 deposit needed for 
the defence of W.—W-s—Bowerbank and againot the company 
of allowing it's assets to be improperly diverted. 
Houro«2.0 
Willard L. Smith, CPA 13 
Schedule of Hours for the Lawsuit 
of Western Auto Radiator 
1986 
Jan. 8, 9 
Time in court so supply data from documents and as an 
expert witness to provide documents, detail, and 
testimony as needed to refute claims against Western, 
etc. from the 18 years of records in the court room and 
the many CPA prepared schedules. 
Hours=14.0 
Jan. 17, 18 
CPA time to go over records to itemize time used in this 
lawsuit. 
Hours=11.0 
Jan. 
Work on Court issues. 
(paid Hours=0.5) 
Total hours unbilled Hours = 200.85 
ADDENDUM C 
Expanded Time Summary Requested by 1 
Court of Keith C. Smith, CPA 
Prepared August 26, 1988 
February 29, 1984 through March 5, 1984 
Initial reading of Complaint against Western, Bowerbank 
directors, Bowerbank seller, and Smiths. Including review 
of assertions that the corporation through it Officers 
had issued to plaintiffs watered stock, that the 
corporation officers Smiths and Bowerbank were being 
unduly controlled by seller Bill Bowerbank, that 
plaintiffs were not being allowed the control of Western. 
Hours=2.0 
March 2, 1984 through March 5, 1984 
Each assertion read again for clarity. Each assertion was 
reviewed against true facts with attention toward the 
preparation of proper accounting schedules to show true 
facts. Hours were spent searching years of historical and 
accounting records to determine the nature of the 
Western's stock error, how it arose, and how to correct 
it. The facts disclosing the false charge of Western 
allowing itself to be unduly controlled were written 
down. 
Hours=3.5 
March 6, 1984 through March 10, 1984 
Professional time to learn legal meanings of charges 
against Western, etc. in order to prepare correct CPA 
accounting responses to the false legal assertions. Being 
in possession of the most complete records of the Western 
Auto Radiator (i.e. the accountant's records), I searched 
through the records. 
hours=4.0 
Exhibit "A" 
Expanded Time Summary Requested by 2 
Court of Keith C. Smith, CPA 
March 11 through March 31, 1984 
I wrote a handwritten draft response to each of the 
charges against Western, etc. from the accounting 
records, workpapers, and my own memory of the events. I 
felt it was my professional duty as a CPA not to remain 
silent about the accounting records in my possession when 
false charges were raised against the Bowerbanks or any 
other. 
Hours=6.7 
March 17, 1984 through March 26, 1984 
The company attorney reguested through Cook that we 
prepare a accounting memorandum of the stock certificate 
issue in a form prescribed by them. I assisted Willard 
in preparing a schedule of Proposed Correction to 
Preferred Stock. As reguested the memorandum was sent to 
the company attorney. The schedule was prepared so that 
a stock issuance error could be remedied, and the 
corporation stock book corrected. The clerical time of 
our secretary was billed separately. 
Hours=8.4 
Pre April 16, 1984 
CPA time spent assisting plaintiffs accountant (Mr. 
Leverich). We assisted under the agreement of the 
corporate attorney. The review was to determine the 
validity of the charges against Western, the Officers 
acting for Western, the Smiths, and the Bowerbanks. 
1
 The firm of Watkiss & Campbell were acting corporate attorneys 
at this time. They were ratified as such at the April 4, 1984 board 
of directors meeting. Sometime during the latter half of 1984 they 
retired due to a conflict of interest. Bert "art was hired as 
corporate attorney around October 1984. since the parties were 
trying to negotiate a settlement, no need was felt for an extra 
attorney. 
See footnote number 1 
Expanded Time Summary Requested by 3 
Court of Keith C. Smith, CPA 
The audit allowed plaintiffs to verify that their had 
been no corporate wrongdoing. The time includes time to 
assemble all the data for Western Auto Radiator for all 
the years available. We had to look though a great many 
closed years to find the needed material. We helped the 
auditors to review the companies financial statements, 
to review the supporting schedules, and to review the 
voucher check copies. When the auditors were in our 
office we supplied them with whatever they asked for. The 
auditors also asked for the amortization schedules of the 
stock purchase agreements which they reviewed. They also 
tied purchase agreements to the company payroll ledger 
and voucher checks. When we supplied the amortization of 
the building sale there was a dispute over the legality 
of the reverse amortization provisions of the contract. 
Hours =10.4 
August 22, 1984 
Received call from Cook on second complaint. Telephone 
Discussion took 3/4 of an hour. Discussed the new charges 
made by complaint, and the materials need to answer the 
same. The complaint charged that the purchasers could 
prepay stock contracts and receive the stock, that 
Western, its officers Smith, officers Bowerbank and Bill 
Bowerbank had allowed assets to be diverted to the 
Bowerbanks and Smiths at less than fair value, that stock 
purchase due date was accelerated, that consulting 
agreement was kept secret, and etc. Discussed with 
Willard the newly learned fact that Blaine had been 
allowing the Bowerbanks inappropriate benefits, and not 
standing up for himself and the other purchasers. 
Hours =2.00 
Since the auditors had supported the companies position they 
were not seen again. The company attorney notified us through Cook 
on April 16, 1984 that there were no real problems. As Blaine 
Goodrich conceded at trial the reason the purchasing employees 
filed suit was to gain control (Tr. 1126-1135) 
Expanded Time Summary Requested by 4 
Court of Keith C. Smith, CPA 
August 23, 1984 through August 24, 1984 
Each assertion in the amended complaint was read. The 
complaint was then read again for clarity. The new 
assertions were reviewed against the facts with attention 
being given the preparation of proper CPA accounting 
schedules to show the actual facts. The new assertion of 
Blaine allowing the Bowerbanks undue benefits was 
researched through the accounting records. The underlying 
documents supporting the accounting records were 
searched on the various transactions between the 
Bowerbanks and the Company. The tax returns were also 
reviewed to determine when assets had been sold. The 
documents underlying the accounting records were sought. 
Hours=10.1 
December 20, 1984 through December 26, 1984 
In order to prepare for the depositions I read the 
complaints against Western, etc. filed with the court. 
I then reviewed the accounting records, schedules and 
documents that had been assembled by our firm in order 
to be able to expertly answer questions about Westerns 
financial records. I also reviewed CPA and Tax resource 
books on subjects I thought likely in my professional 
judgement to come up. I also reviewed my notes in order 
to understand the true order of events of the dispute. 
Hours=12.0 
December 27, 1984 through February 16, 1985 
1 attended the depositions of Bill Bowerbank and Willard 
L. Smith. I felt I had to attend these depositions in 
order to know what new charges were being pulled out of 
the air4. With 
The plaintiffs were constantly making new charges against 
Western, the acts of Western's officers, Bill Bowerbank, and etc. 
in order to coerce us into allowing them complete control before 
the contracted time. At trial for example their were about twenty 
new claims, not set forth in the pleading or pretrial order. See 
Cooks Brief of Respondents filed with Utah Supreme Court January 
26, 1987 pages 11 and 12. 
Expanded Time Summary Requested by 5 
Court of Reith C. Smith, CPA 
this knowledge I could review accounting and historical 
data in order to expertly testify as to the truth from 
the company records. I then attended my own deposition 
answering whatever questions were raised. I was prepared 
to expertly testify on the condition of the company and 
upon the disputed facts. After the depositions I read 
the typed deposition to verify and understand what had 
transpired. The deposition questions were read again for 
clarity in order to understand the new charges made 
against Western, Western's Officers, and the Bowerbanks. 
This information was necessary in order to prepare 
pertinent CPA accounting summaries and schedules. 
Hours=15.0 
July 8, 1985 through July 19, 1985 
The federal rules and regulations on car usage had been 
changed by congress. The IRS had issued several temporary 
regulations in applying the new law. The new rules 
adversely affected Western5, Mr Bowerbank6, and the 
purchasers7. Since the parties were not on good terms 
with each other, I studied my CPA tax resource books very 
carefully to decide what position the company should 
take. When Blaine came to the office, I gave him and 
The company would be denied deductions if certain required 
records were not kept on usage. The IRS could declare the vehicle 
provided to bill by the second stock purchase agreement a 
nondeductible dividend. The corporation was therefore threatened 
with increased taxes if it did not comply with the law. 
6
 Mr Bowerbank was receiving usage of the vehicle under an 
agreement to sell his stock. That is, if he could not justify 
vehicle usage for company business. Since Mr. Bowerbank and tne 
plaintiffs were not very friendly, company business usage seemed 
highly unlikely. 
7
 The purchasers could be said to receive a dividend from the 
corporation since the corporation was meeting one of their personal 
obligations. 
Expanded Time Summary Requested by 6 
Court of Keith C. Smith, CPA 
Willard my expert opinion as to the correct tax response. 
The idea proposed was to give the men a bonus including 
any increases in taxes in order to meet the Code 
requirements on personal car usage. Blaine was to tell 
the men. The Bonus was added to the employee's payroll 
ledger. Blaine Goodrich did not tell the men. Val Kidman 
and Mclntyre not understanding the facts accused us of 
diverting the corporate assets. We then went over the 
situation again with Blaine showing him the book entries. 
We prepared accounting workpapers to show truth of this 
new erroneous charge . 
Hours=22.4 
September 20, 1985 through September 28, 1985 
We were asked by Mr Malloy to deliver and assemble copies 
of the CPA accounting records in order to refute claims 
against Western, Bowerbank, etc. (voucher checks, 
financial statements, journals, payroll entries, cash 
book entries, and payroll ledgers for items disputed by 
the Plaintiff). Many of the records were difficult to 
locate due to the passage of time. Many of these 
documents were submitted as evidence by the various 
parties during the progress of the trial. The underlying 
charges against Western were refuted by these documents. 
One of such was that Western had through the acts of it's 
officers allowed it's assets to be diverted to improper 
channels. 
Hours=18.5 
September 20, 1985 through September 28, 1985 
In order to deliver financial data to the court in a 
efficient manner we compiled CPA worksheets and schedules 
from the accounting data. As the possessor of the most 
complete records, we knew that we would be called upon 
to expertly testify as to the truth of claims made. We 
prepared to expertly testify on the 
It served Mclntyre and Val Kidman purpose not to accept my 
advice. 
Expanded Time Summary Requested by 
Court of Keith C. Smith, CPA 
records in our position9. 
Hours 
October 1, 1985 through October 31, 1985 
Blaine Goodrich the Secretary and manager of Western 
brought us a copy of Bill's compromise offer us and 
requested CPA and tax advice. The offer was brought with 
expiration eminent. If the offer were accepted it would 
affect Western, as well the purchaser, and the seller. 
We prepared CPA schedules of future payments due. We 
prepared schedules discounting the future payments to 
present value. We looked up our CPA tax reference books 
on the escrow arrangement. We discovered a very 
substantial tax risk to Western, Bill, and the purchasers 
if Western Auto Radiator were audited10 11. 
Hours=12.0 
y
 We pulled every check to the Officers of the company, the 
plaintiffs, and to Bill Bowerbank during the period of the dispute 
and several years before. We organized this data for quick recall. 
We prepared worksheets to show the decision to buy the building by 
Western and it's officers was a sound one. We acquired publications 
from rental groups as to the rate charge per square foot. We 
acquired an enlarged Salt Lake Map and marked every Radiator Shop 
in the valley and their location. We prepared detailed schedules 
showing every bonus check to the purchasers under the stock 
purchase contract, and the grand totals. We showed the wages paid 
by Western by quarter for the two years prior to the trial. We 
reviewed the stockholder stock purchase amortization schedules and 
compared them to the checks pulled for accuracy. 
10
 Their plan was to indemnify Bill any extra tax had the 
government determined that the amendment to the stock contracts 
constituted the immediate receipt of taxable income by him. We 
believe as CPAs that the government would more likely than not take 
this position. 
11
 IRS rules require disclosure of a tax position if not 
adequately supported by the law or the regulations. If the company 
or Bill Bowerbanks did not disclose the facts of a dubious tax 
position they could be subject to substantial understatement 
penalties. Congress was trying to up the ante of the audit lottery. 
7 
33.0 
Expanded Time Summary Requested by 8 
Court of Keith C. Smith, CPA 
October 1, 1985 through October 31, 1985 
Bill Bowerbank requested that we prepare accounting 
schedules supporting the underlying profitability of the 
company. These were later used in the trial» The company 
attorney Mr. Dart accepted by reference Mr. Bowerbanks 
exhibit list as to the financial information. The 
financial statements were restated into comparable 
methods. The men's bonuses were tied into the statement. 
The schedule showed how company profits were affected by 
wage bonuses, rent, and Bill's salary. The statements 
were used by various parties to show that Western through 
it's officers had been operated profitably and to the 
betterment of the stockholder-plaintiffs. That Western's 
resources were not being wasted. 
Hours=12.5 
November 7, 1985 through November 8, 1985 
Time spent with Mr. Cook going over the issues of the 
lawsuit. Review was necessary again because of the new 
charges made against Western and us. 
Hours=6.0 
November 28, 1985 
Bill Bowerbank requested that we ao CPAS and possessors 
of the most complete accounting records prepare a list 
of hio payroll chccko for 1977 and 1978. Cross Wageo, 
check number; taxes withheld,—and other deductions were 
all documented. The schedule refuted the charge against 
Western of improper diversion of assets by Officers at 
the time of the first stock purchase agreement as well 
as other charges. 
Hours-4.2 
December 6, 1985 through December 9, 1985 
Expanded Time Summary Requested by 9 
Court of Reith C. Smith, CPA 
At the request of Bill's attorney, we prepared from our 
CPA records information on Bonuses to the purchasers. We 
looked up the checks, recopied them, and organized them 
for quick recall. Again the issue of Western allowing 
diversion of assets to Bill Bowerbank. 
Hours=10.0 
December 6, 1985 through December 9, 1985 
Time to find and deliver to the various attorneys 
financial and accounting data of Western Auto Radiator. 
Time to prepare a CPA schedule of the mens wages before 
and after the stock purchase bonuses. The schedule 
refuted the charges that the purchasers had been 
discriminated against by Western, and it's officers 
acting for it. Time to find men's advances (part shown 
above). Time to organized into boxes the CPA records of 
Western Auto Radiator. 
Hours=16.0 
December 10, 1985 though December 12, 1985 
I delivered the CPA records of Wootern Auto Radiator to 
feke—Court—room.—I—attended—three—full—days—at—court 
prepared—fee—anowcr—expertly—from—fehe—recordo—emy 
questions—as—to Western's financial—data.—I—supplied 
pertinent—GPA—prepared—schedules—aftd—documcnto—fee 
Western's attorney as well as to Mr.—Cook when needed. 
Mr Mclntyrcs chargeo were constantly changing. Also the 
accounting recordo were at the court room.—I wao needed 
afe—fefee—court—room—±R—order—fee—provide—pertinent 
accounting data from the records when needed by Weotcrn 
or others. 
Houro-24.0 
December 10, 1985 
At the request of the company attorney Mr. Dart, I stayed 
up all night to prepare a schedule of all payments to Mr 
Bowerbank tied into the various contracts. The schedule 
was also tied into the plaintiffs exhibit numbers. 
Expanded Time summary Requested by 10 
Court of Keith C. Smith, CPA 
Earlier during trial Mr. Mclntyre had brought up check 
after check implying the Western, and it's officers were 
allowing the corporate treasury to be raided. The 
schedule prepared refuted this false implication. 
Hours=11.0 
January 8, 1986 through January 10, 1986 
I delivered the CPA records of Western to the courtroom. 
I spent two more days in court prepared to expertly 
answer questions about these financial records or the 
many CPA prepared schedules provided. When called upon 
to testify, I testified on the tax consequences to the 
seller, buyer and corporation of the vehicle provided to 
Bill Bowerbank by the stock purchase contract. I 
delivered to Western's attorney and others CPA data 
appropriate to the ever changing charges of the 
plaintiffs. 
Hours=14.0 
January 16, 1986 through January 17, 1986 
I updated my time used on the lawsuit to include the time 
from the trial on. I pulled out and reviewed every 
billing to Western since January 1978 in order to sure 
of no double billings. This was done even though I knew 
that my time summaries included only a small fraction of 
time used in this lawsuit. 
Hours=12.5 
Total Hours submitted with affidavit 270.2 
ADDENDUM D 
James A. Mclntyre - 2196 
360 East 4500 South, Suite 3 
Salt Lake City,Utah 84107 
Telephone: (801) 266-3399 
Attorney for Western Auto Our File #89.003 
Radiator 
IN THE COURT OF APPEALS 
THE STATE OF UTAH 
BLAINE GOODRICH, et al. 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
| AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES A. McINTYRE 
Civil N°. 900495 
WESTERN AUTO RADIATOR CO., | 
INC., et al., J 
I 
Defendants. I 
COME NOW James A. Mclntyre, upon his oath deposes and says: 
1. Affiant is an attorney licensed to practice law in the 
State of Utah. 
2. Affiant was initially retained by Plaintiffs in the above 
captioned matter prior to the filing of the original complaint in 
1984. 
3. Affiant was retained by Defendant Western Auto Radiator 
to represent it in the appeal of this matter subsequent to the 
settlement of the case in chief and subsequent to the withdrawal 
of Bert Dart as its counsel. 
4. Affiant has no present recollection of ever being 
advised, prior to November 20
 f 1990, of the fact that David S. Cook 
and Judge Dean E. Conder had ever been associated in the practice 
of law. 
5. On November 20, 1990 affiant was in the office of David 
S. Cook in order to have a stipulation signed and in casual 
conversation Mr. Cook mention that when he returned to Utah in 1969 
he joined the law firm of Neilson, Conder, Hansen & Henroid. 
6. Affiant subsequently contacted other counsel by telephone 
to ask v^ he< her they had been aware of the prior association of 
David S. Cook and Judge Conder. 
7. Both Bert L. Dart and Michael Heyrend replied that they 
had neither been advised nor had they known of the past association 
of David S. Cook and Judge Conder. 
8. Affiant has attached as exhibits copies of telephone 
directories indicating the association of Judge Conder and Mr. 
Cook. 
DATED this 2tfst day of December, 1990. 
ES A. McINTYRE Q 
orney for Western 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
: ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
SUBSCRIBED and Sworn to beforejrae this •2~» ' day of 
., 19 JJL. 
My Commission Expires: 
Lawytrs SALT LAKE CITY CLASSIFIED TELEPHONE DIRECTORY 
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Bullock J Jay 315E2S 328-0371 
Burton Blonquist Cahoon Matheson& 
Shaffer KennecottB 521-2950 
Burton RulonT KennecottB 521-2950 
Burton Thomas M 141E1S 328-8711 
Burton Wilford Moyle KennecottB 521-4135 
BushnellDanS 15E1S 521-3827 
BybeeDonL WalkerBankBldg 328-9312 
Res 427Douglas - 359-0972 
Cahoon Richard Clare KennecottB 521-2950 
Callister Kesier&Callister 
KennecottBidg-363-3819 
KennecottB 359-2047 
Callister Louis H KennecottBldg 363-3819 
Callister Louis H Jr KennecottBldg 363-3819 
Callister William D JudgeBldg 363-5816 
Campbell Robert S Jr 315E2S 328-0371 
Cannon& Duffin 
T Quentin Cannon 
Thomas A Duffin 
ContinentalBankBldg 328-3289 
Cannon George M i36SMain 322-1091 
Cannon Greene Nebeker&Horsley 
KennecottBldg-521-4455 
Cannon Paul B KennecottBldg 521-4455 
Cannon T Quentin ContinentalBankBldg -328-3289 
Cariing Richard J ContlBkB 359-7771 
Cassity Donn E KearnsB 328-3261 
Cayias Livingston Banks&Alston 
ContlBkB-363-2783 
Cayias Wm J ContlBkB— 363-2783 
Chamberlain Sam F 
EIPasoNaturalGasBldg-328-4811 
CharlierTel 315E200S 322-5621 
Child Ramon M DeseretBldg 364-7742 
Jell 303E21S 487-775fe-fchipman Dean W NewhseB--- --322-0022 
Richard 303E21S 487-7756 
icqueB 303E21S 487-7756 
tt Wendell E BostonBldg 363-2621 
nHT 141E1S 328-8711 
y Anthony 1 Jr BostonBldg 363-2621 
•y Maxwell KearnsBldg 364-9544 
\r Daniel L KearnsBldg 322-1121 
L .i Samuel BostonBldg 363-57% 
Raymond M ContlBkBldg 364-1814 
:h Marvin J DeseretBldg 364-7742 
/on&Howard 333S200E 328-9782 
ron Verden E 333S200E 328-9782 
Irving H U7E4S 328-1666 
Jones&Murphy 117E4S 328-1666 
gerFred G 1600-AMillcreekWy --467-9935 
ic Matt 8i38SStateMdvl 255-7176 
r peter W 
. ientalBankBldg - - 328-8601 
tichard L Jr NewhouseBldg 328-8987 
> Alan H 343SState 521-2990 
»&Frandsen 343SState 521-2990 
John L JudgeB 328-9741 
Wayne L JudgeB 328-9741 
lam Don 3535S3200WGrngr 298-8282 
< Richard L EIPasoGasBldg 359-2058 
jist Thomas R KennecottB 521-2950 
^seph W CoHJSA Ret KearnsB -328-4866 
fcwoeP PeltB 322-3403/1 
i Albert R DeseretBldg 364-7743 
i David R 455E4S 363-7426 
David M 263S2E 359-3785 
Edward M KearnsBldg - 322-1011 
AlmaH ExecutiveB 355-2886 
Ronald N 431S300E 328-8891 
n JohnS 315E2S 364-3671 
nJohn S Jr 
.^nentalBankBldg 364-1814 
n Stephen G 315E2S 364-3671 
n Tibbals&tStaten 315E2S 364-3671 
Harold R WlkrBkB 364-6535 
Mark K 345SState 322-3508 
Richard R 336S3E 521-3680 
Drd Charles E Ted 
>S5E 521-4145 
.OSMainBntfl 292-0413 
(Continuod following Column) 
Uwftrs (Cont'd) 
/ou have a handy extension? 
Christensen E Ray 
ContinentalBankBldg - 364-8494 
Christensen Harold G ContlBkBldg 364-1814 
Christensen&Jensen 
ContinentalBankBldg 364-8494 
Christensen Ray R 
ContinentalBankBldg 364-8494 
Christian D Gary BostonBldg 521-3773 
Clark Calvin E 444SState 359-2054 
Clark&Clark 444SState 359-2054 
Clark EzraT Jr UniversityClubBldg 521-3800 
Clark Harlan W DeseretBldg 355-2819 
Clark Rulon W 444SState 359-2054 
Clegg David H IstSecB 328-0219 
Clegg H James ContlBkBldg 364-1814 
Clendenin Beverly S 
ContinentalBankBldg 328-8601 
Clyde Edward W 351SState 322-2516 
Clyde Mecham&Pratt 35lSState——322-2516 
Cohne Bruce UniversityClubBldg -364-7737 
Coke Bruce E BostonBldg 328-2506 
•Cotton Albert J 
[Col^f^eaTrNewhouseBldg 521^3350 
Condie DeLyie H KennecottBldg—*—521-4455 
took DavidS NewhouseBldg —521-3350 
Cornwall Sid N 141E1S 328-8711 
Cotro-Manes Fankhauser&Beasley .,*-——<-
^JudgeB I d g ^ ^ ^ — - * » - — --355-7551 
ColroTWanes Paul N JudgeBldg 355-7551 
Cowley James P 315E2S —328-0371 
Creer John Preston KearnsBldg -322-1121 
Criddle B Deon 455E4S 359-1722 
Critchiow Watson&Warnock WlkrBkB--322-2408 
Crockett Don W 141E1S 328-8711 
Crofts Robert D 1931SH00E 487-0604 
Crofts Robert D ContinentalBankBldg —328-4737 
Cummings Robert C UtSavB -328-0492 
Cutler Dal H NewhseBldg 322-1615 
Cutler Roger F NewhouseBldg 328-2024 
Dahl Dennis E 321S6E — — 322-5678 
Dahl Everett E 760ECenterMdvi 255-6834 
Dahlstrom John A KearnsBldg 328-0126 
Daines L Delos KearnsBldg 322-5535 
Datgliesh William J JudgeBldg 355-5311 
Dansie Eilett&Hammilt 
5085SStateMur-266-3575 
(Continuod Following Column) 
Dansie Robert U r n 5085SStattMur—266-3575 
Darley Moli&Nemelka 
315E2S - 359-5591 
315E2S 359-8758 
DartBLJr 340E4S 328-9841 
Davies Glen E 315E2S 328-0371 
Davis&Bayles 72E4S— 322-0483 
Davis Blaine NewhouseBldg 328-2024 
Davis&Cutler NewhouseBldg 328-2024 
Davis Eugene H KearnsB— 328-3261 
Davis Merrill K 72E4S 322-0483 
Day David H 4924PopJarMur 262-5571 
Day Elias L DeseretB- - 355-9372 
Day Wendell C 4924PoplarMur 262-5571 
Dee David B 212lSState 484-8577 
DiamantAlkeT FeltB -— 364-6038 
Dibblee Richard C JudgeB 328-9741 
Dillman R Earl JudgeB 328-9741 
Dixon Marden G 2525SMain 486-9361 
Dodd Graham 336S3E 521-3680 
Dolowitt David S l3feSMain —322-1091 
Draper Delbert M Jr 315E2S 364-7831 
Draper Sandack&Saperstein 
Sandack A Wally 
Draper Delbert M Jr 
Saperstein Herschel J 
Wilcox W Brent 
315E2S 364-7831 
Duffin Thomas A ContinentalBankBldg-328-3289 
Duncan Adam Mickey KearnsB 363-7522 
Duncan LaMar PhillipsPetroleumBidg—328-9689 
Dunn James M 340E4S 328-9841 
Durham&Swan AmericanfJilBldg 364-6403 
Durham Wayne C AmericanOHBIdg 364-6403 
Dyer Robert M 336S3E 521-3680 
Edmonds Jay D 231E4S 322-1041 
Edwards Robert W 
EIPasoNaturalGasBldg-328-4811 
Eggertsen L E Bud DeseretBldg 322-2565 
Elggren C Allen WalkerBankBldg 364-3629 
Elkins Stephen L 183BankAv 466-1474 
Ellett Walter R 5085SStateMur 266-3575 
Evans Elliott W KearnsBldg 328-0126 
Evans Fred H AmerOilB 521-3515 
Evans John T 351SState 322-2516 
Evans Richard L Jr 353E2S 364-4321 
Eyre J Anthony BostonBldg 521-3773 
Faber Walter P Jr NewhouseBldg 328-8987 
Fabian&Ciendenin 
ContinentalBankBldg 328-8601 
Fabian Harold P ContinentalBankBldg -328-8601 
Fadel George 170W4SBntfl 295-2421 
Fairbourn D Clayton 2525SMain 486-9361 
Fairclough Jack 15E4S 328-0111 
FankhauserE H JudgeBldg 355-7551 
Farr Lionel M 574E2S 364-6931 
Faust James E KearnsB 355-3451 
Faux Winston M 1025E2100S - 486-6231 
Ferrari Ricardo B 141E1S 328-8711 
FerroAM WlkrBkB 322-2408 
Fillmore W Jeffery 117E4S 328-1666 
Finlinson Fred L KearnsBldg—— 322-5535 
Fisher M Byron ContinentalBankBldg —328-8601 
Flanders Dean E JudgeB 363-8843 
Flangas Peter L 
UtahSavingsScTrustBldg-364-3625 
Follett Larry M felOESouthTempie 521-6150 
Forbes Layne B 
HlOSMainBntfl - —- 292-0413 
320S5E 521-4145 
Ford Leland D 53E4S 355-2829 
Foster Lynn Grant 35lSState 364-5633 
Fox Richard S ElPasoNaturalGasBldg—328-4811 
Frandsen Alan D 343SState 521-2S90 
Fratto Joseph C NewhseB 322-1615 
Fratto Taylor&Cutier NewhseBldg 322-1615 
Frederick J Dennis BostonBldg 521-3773 
Freed James W DeseretBldg 364-7742 
Frost Clarence J NewhouseBldg 328-8987 
Fuller Beesley&Decker 15E4S 363-7187 
Fuller Glen E 15E4S 363-7187 
Fullmer Boyd M lbEStrtfrdAv -466-5732 
Fullmer Nathan J ExecutiveB 355-2886 
Gardiner&Johnson 
ContinentalBankBldg 322-5614 
Gardiner L R Jr ContinentalBankBldg -322-5614 
Garner Hugh C KennecottBldg 328-9827 
Garrett Edward M 
ContinentalBankBldg-328-4737 
Gates John E ContlBkBldg 364-1814 
Gee Raymond W ExecutiveB 355-2886 
Geldzahler David S EIPasoGasB- 359-2058 
Giauque Richard W 141E1S 328-8711 
Gibbons Francis M NewhouseBldg 521-3260 
Gibbs William G 351SState 322-2516 
Gibson J Lambert 174E8S— 363-4506 
(Continued Following Column) 
Giles Clark P DtseretBtoa.. 
Gillette David L 141E1S 
GHmourCM KearnsB-—7* 
Godbe M L KearnsBldg . . . IT * * * * ' 
Gold C Harvey 345SSute-.Jl*** 
Goodwill David A JudgeBldo " , 
Gottfredson Michael NewhouiVJ^ 
Grant W Eldredge Jr 455E4S * * ^ 
Gray Oscar W 266lEvrgrnAv. " ^ 
Greene J Thomas KennecottBldT^ 
Greenwood E Earl Jr 4 4 4 S s t * 5 ^ 
Greenwood &Meservy w 
Greenwood E Earl Jr
 km 
Meservy Jay A a 
.Bankers Life Building-Suite *m 
444SSUte < 0 Z 
Look up unknown numbers. 
Griffiths LeRoy H 4962SSUU * 
Groth Ear! J KearnsBldg "* 
Groussman Ray G 974E3S -
Gundry Gerald G KennecottB Ida"* 
GustinFrankJ WalkerBankBldo 
Gustin&Gustin WalkerBankBldg **"* 
Gustin Harley W WalkerBankBUta * 
Hadley Stephen M 325S300E . . ' 
Hafen Bruce C EIPasoNaturalGaiftfA 
Halgren Leon A 325S300E - T - ^ * 
Hal) Narrvel E ContinentalBankfiiiT' 
HallidayHH ExecutiveBldg - . ! ! ? 
Halliday&Halliday ExecutiveBldg 
Halliday Herbert H Jr Ex-scutiveBiife' 
HailidayPaulM ExecutiveBldg . . 
HammillDonE 5085bStateMur 
Hammond Harlan Y KearnsBldg / *"" 
Handley G Kenneth Jr 
ContinentalBankBldg 
Hanni Glenn C BostonBldg 
Hanni Kenneth J Continental BankBidlil 
Hansen Charles R 231E4S ^ ! 
Hansen Gerald R 455E4S 
Hansen J Gordon 315E2S 
Hansen Merrill G DeseretBldg .. 
Hansen Phil L&Assoc 
Athay D Gilbert 
Hansen Charles R 
Hansen Phil L 
Stansfield Robert J 
231E4S 
Hansen Robert B 838 l8Av 
Hansen&Shreeve 455E4S 
Hansen W Eugene NewhseBldg
 m 
Hanson&Baldwin KearnsBldg . 
Hanson Don J ContinentalBankBldg— 
Hanson&Garrett ContinentalBankBldgl 
Hanson Rex J KearnsBldg J 
Hanson Stewart M Jr 315E2S -
Harding Ray M WlkrBkB 
Harris Richard E 336S300E — 
Harris-Runyan&Pace 336S300E ™ 
Harris Russell C NewhouseBldg — -
Harrison Orval C 15E4S — 
Hart Harold H NewhouseBldg 
Hash Bender FederatedSecBldg—-
Haslam Roy G 117E4S — 
Hatch Glen S JudgeB 
Hatch Sumner J BostonB 
Haycock Spencer Leslie BostonBldg-
HayesZarE 315E2S 
Haynie Louis M KennecottBldg 
Henderson Allen N CrandallBldg 
Henriksen Bradford Forbes&Sumsion 
320S5E 
1610SMainBntfl — • 
Henriksen C Richard 320S5E -
Henriod Joseph L NewhouseBldg 
HerrickJF 2525SMain 
Hibbert S H ContlBkB 
Hisatake Kenneth M 431S300E 
Hobbs Lee W ContlBkB -
Holbrook Donald B WalkerBankBldg 
Holdsworth K J ContinentalBankBldg 
Horsley John W KennecottBldg-
Houston James E 238Douglas— 
Howard F Burton 333S200E— 
Howe Richard C 5055SStateMur 
Howell Joseph R JudgeBldg 
Howell Reese S DeseretB 
HowickE Keith 1025E21S 
Hoxsie Gordon SuretyLifeB 
Hughes Robert W NewhseB 
Hughes Ward&Anderson NewhseB — 
Hulbert Carl A 341E21S 
Hunt Gayle Dean ContlBkB 
Hunt Royal K CottonwoodMall 
Hunt-Spratling&Walker 
CottonwoodMall 
Hurd Wallace D ContinentalBankBldg-
Hurley Andrew R WlkrBkB— 
Hyde Gordon I KearnsBldg 
U I ' T HID 111 SEE TIE MBEX AT TIE f HUT «F TIE fEUIW MIES" Lawyers 303 
rBankBldg 322-1137 
lECenterMdvt —255-6834 
kB .359-7771 
SState 486-9636 
>300E 328-4981 
talBankBldg 364-8494 
00E 328-4981 
*00E 328-4981 
%S 328-9841 
521-6150 
ett 
521-6150 
kj 322-5614 
363-8941 
W4SBntfl 295-7878 
31S300E 328-8891 
tEAS 328-1666 
BkB 364-4337 
WalkerBankBldg -521-3200 
0E4S 328-9841 
:&McDonough 
521-3200 
SState 322-3508 
>6E 322-5678 
21S6E 322-5678 
ficc 550E4S 328-3063 
t n ~ - Bountiful #292-0321 
ecottBldg 363-3819 
ilSStatc 322-2516 
:iS 328-8711 
SState— -484-8577 
sidg 355-7493 
tAndcrson Attorneys 
g - 355-7493 
Bldg 355-7493 
IPasoGasBldg 359-2058 
onBldg 521-3773 
:onBldg 521-3773 
36S3E 521-3680 
336S3E 521-3680 
kerBankBldg 521-3200 
tyClubBldg 364-7737 
U4lOAv 364-8235 
155E4S --363-3191 
ewhouseBldg 328-8987 
shingtonBlvd 
SaltLakeCity # 328-4539 
C 174E8S 363-4506 
DStonBldg 363-5796 
ntlBkB 322-1068 
1 5 E4S 363-7187 
IS - 328-8711 
Jldg 363-0344 
-etBldg 364-7742 
earnsBldg 328-0126 
>ntinentalBankBldg - 364-3627 
LS 328-0308 
Bldg— 328-0126 
S2E - 359-3785 
ake County Bar 
328-8891 
.EiS 328-0308 
useBldg 328-9656 
jseBldg 328-9656 
?ntalBankB!dg 328-8601 
.EiS 328-8711 
: S 328-8711 
UniversityClubBldg 521-3800 
alkerBankBldg -—521-3200 
ContlBkB 363-2783 
>43E4S 328-8772 
3E -" 328-4241 jkB 328-8538 
tite No 314 
328-1621 
521-3680 
y.ain 355-2866 
£5S -• 322-0438 
WilltopRd 359-3243 
earnsBldg 359-7611 
rsden 
UniversityClubBldg 521-3800 
IversityClubBldg—521-3800 
WSouthTemple - -328-3121 
141E1S 328-8711 
0S3E 322-1141 
! Following Column) 
lawyer* (Confd) 
*i while traveling 
Madsen Tanner Uno&VanDam 
320S3E 322-1141 
Mallinckrodt Philip A lOExchangePI—328-1624 
Mangan George E 68SMa»n - 322-1221 
Mangan&Verhaaren 68SMaln 322-1221 
Mangum John K 315E2S 521-3760 
Mangum Max K 315E2S -521-3760 
Mark Robert E KearnsB 363-8823 
Mark&Schoenhals KearnsB 363-8823 
Marr Wilkins&Cannon— 
See Cannon Greene Nebeker and Horsfey 
Marsden MiloS Jr UniversityClubBldg~521-3800 
Marsh Ralph J OeseretB 355-2819 
Marshall John G KearnsBldg 359-8657 
Martineau Ray G 141E1S ^328-8711 
Martineau Reed L ContlBkBldg 364-1814 
Matheson FranklynB 247S500E 364-7891 
After 4:30 PM Daily & 
Saturdays call 364-8948 
Matheson Robert C KennecottB 521-2950 
Mattsson Carvel WalkerBankBldg 359-8751 
Maughan Richard J KearnsB 322-2633 
Maw Herbert B BostonB 359-3871 
McBroom Ralph A KearnsB 328-2515 
McCarthy Dennis 141E1S . 328-8711 
McCarthy Joseph P JudgeBldg 364-7885 
McConkie F Briton 336S3E 521-3680 
McConkje Oscar W Jr 336S3E 521-3680 
McCoy John L 325S300E 322-1673 
McCulloch OHie AmericanOilBldg 328-9675 
McCullough LelandS 304E1S 364-5671 
McCullough Lucy Rigby Kaysville 867-2158 
Calls from Salt Lake Dial 1 
McCullough&McCullough 304E1S 364-5671 
McCullough R Verne 304E1S 364-5671 
McDonald Robert M WalkerBankBldg -521-3200 
McDonoughRogerJ WalkerBankBldg -521-3200 
McGarry Sheridan L WlkrBkB 322-3324 
Mcintosh James A 15E4S 363-8819 
MclntyreJamesA 530E500S 355-7511 
McKay Barrie G KennecottB 521-4135 
M c Kay & Burton 
McKay David Lawrence 
Burton Wilford Moyle 
McMurray Ma Coy A 
McKay Barrie G 
Richards Reed H 
Thurman William T 
KennecottB - 521-4135 
McKay David Lawrence KennecottB 521-4135 
McMillan&Browning 
McMillan George M 
Browning Ben D 
Yocom David E 
Dolowitz David S 
Cannon George M 
Kearns Bldg-Suite 1020 
136SMain 322-1091 
McMillan George M 13£>SMain 322-1091 
McMurray Macoy A KennecottB 521-4135 
McRae Robert M BostonB 364-6474 
Mecham Alan F KennecottBldg 521-4455 
Mecham Allan E 351SState 322-2516 
Mecham George M 351SState 322-2516 
Medlin James B KearnsBldg 359-8657 
Melting George D Jr 
ContinenUIBankBldg 328-8601 
Meredith 0 Robert 530E500S 355-7511 
MeservyJayA 444SState 322-3458 
Metos Allan M BostonBldg 363-5796 
Metos Bernstein&Langlois BostonBldg -363-57% 
Metos H G BostonBldg 363-5796 
Metos Tom BostonBldg 355-7861 
If no ans call - —322-3555 
Midgley Louis E EIPasoNaturalGasBldg-328-0645 
Miller Gerald R 315E2S 521-3760 
Miller Ralph H ContinentalBankBldg —328-8601 
Miller Robert William KearnsBldg 359-7611 
Miner Mark S NewhouseBldg 359-5793 
Mitchell Dean R 243E4S 328-4703 
Mitsunaga Jim 73lESouthTemp!e 322-3551 
Mitsunaga&Ross 731 ESouthTempte—322-3551 
Mock H Byron ContlBkB 359-7771 
Moffat D Howe WalkerBankBldg 322-1137 
Moffat Iverson&Taylor 
WalkerBankBldg 322-1137 
Moffat Richard H WalkerBankBldg 322-1137 
Moll Allan J 315E2S 359-5591 
Moore Robert D JudgeB 328-9741 
Morgan J H Sr WlkrBkB 363-6176 
Morgan N G Sr WalkerBankBldg 364-7847 
Morgan Stephen G 315E2S 328-0371 
Morrill Denis R 315E2S 521-3760 
Morris George C KearnsBldg 328-2511 
Moyle Dan T DeseretBldg 521-3465 
Moyle Henry D Jr KennecottBldg 322-5586 
lawyer* (Cont'd) 
Moyle&Moyle DeseretBldg 521-3465 
Moyle 0 W Jr DeseretBldg 521-3465 
Moyle 0 Wood 3rd DeseretBldg 521-3465. 
MulllnerH L 315E2S 521-376D 
Mulliner J Richard 315E2S 521-3760 
Mulliner Prihce&Mangum 
Prince F S 
Mangum John K 
Yeates Robert M 
Miller Gerald R 
Prince Frederick S Jr 
Hansen J Gordon 
Morrill Denis R 
Nelson P Keith 
Mulliner H L 
Mangum Max K 
Mulliner J Richard 
315E2S - 521-3760 
Murphy James A 117E4S 328-1666 
Nebeker A H DeseretBldg 364-7742 
Nebeker Richard H KennecottBldg 521-4455 
Nebeker Stephen B DeseretBldg 364-7742 
Nelson Frank V KearnsB-—> 363-3885 
Nelson Geo L KearnsB 328-3261 
Nelson Joseph S 55VaWlS 355-7015 
Nelson Keith 315E2S 521-3760 
NemelkaCarlJ 315E2S 359-5591 
Neslen Clarence C ContlBkB 359-7771 
Neslen&Mock 
Neslen Clarence C 
Mock H Byron 
Jardine Leo A 
Shearer Kent 
Baldwin Robert 0 
Pruitt Robert G Jr 
Brown James R 
Neslen Richard R 
HibbertSH 
Carling Richard J 
ContlBkB 359-7771 
Neslen Richard R ContlBkB 359-7771 
Nielsen Arthur H NewhouseBldg 521-3350 
Nielsen Conder Hansen&Henriod 
NewhouseBldg - 521-3350 
Nielson Gerald E KennecottBldg 322-5586 
Nielson Parker M KearnsBldg 359-8605 
Novak Joseph ContinentalBankBldg 328-4737 
Nygaard Henry S BostonBldg 328-25*06 
Ockey Ronald J WalkerBankBldg 521-3200 
OXonnell John D 231E4S 322-1041 
O'Connor Wm J Jr DeseretBldg 364-7742 
OlsenDonE BostonBldg 328-2506 
Olsen Nolan J 8138SStateMdvl 255-7176 
Oman Milton A ContlBkBldg 364-1814 
O'Rourke Richard J KearnsBldg --322-5535 
Orton Robert F NewhouseBldg 521-3350 
Oswald William D NewhouseBldg 328-8987 
Ottenheimer Ralph B 440S5E 521-3310 
Ottosen C N 15E4S 363-0131 
Owen D Ray Jr EIPasoGasB 359-2058 
Owen Ward&Geldzahler EIPasoGasBldg 359-2058 
PaceLorinN 336S300E - 521-3903 
Palmer Joseph J ContlBkBldg 364-1814 
Parkinson B R PhillipsPetB 355-4096 
Parsons Behle&Latimer KearnsBldg -—328-0126 
Patten Warren ContinentalBankBldg —328-8601 
Pattillo James G ContinentalBankBldg -328-8601 
Paulsen Brett F WalkerBankBldg 322-1137 
Perkins Richard W 2525SMain 486-9361 
Peters Bill Thomas 315E2S 355-2836 
Piercey John F KennecottBldg 521-4638 
Poelman B Lloyd 
EIPasoNaturalGasBldg 328-4811 
Poelman Stuart L ContlBkBldg 364-1814 
Pond Delwin T 466E500S 322-5555 
Pratt Elliott Lee 351SState 322-2516 
Price GiffordW KennecottBldg 521-4455 
Prince FS 315E2S - - - 521-3760 
Prince Frederick S Jr 315E2S 521-3760 
Pruitt Robert G Jr ContlBkB 359-7771 
Pugsley Harry D 315E25 328-0371 
Pugstey Hayes Watkiss Campbell&Cowley 
El Paso Gas Bldg Rm 400 
315E2S 328-0371 
Pugsley Philip C 315E2S 328-0371 
Quinn Thomas A DeseretBldg 364-7742 
Quinney S J DeseretBldg 364-7742 
Ralph Leonard S 15E4S 364-1839 
Ranquist Harold A 330E4S 328-2536 
Rawlings Ben E WalkerBankBldg 359-2093 
RawlingsCalvinW JudgeB- 328-9741 
Rawlings Roberts&Black JudgeB 328-9741 
Ray Quinney&Nebeker DeseretBldg 364-7742 
Reeder F Robert KearnsBldg 328-0126 
Reichman Owen G KearnsB 363-3971 
Reimann Paul E WalkerBankBldg 364-7847 
(Continued Following Column) 
lawyers (Cont'd) 
Rich H Arnold AmericanOilBldg 328-9675 
Rich Lothaire R uEStrtfrdAv 466-5732 
Richards Edward F WalkerBankBldg —322-5611 
Richards LynnS NewhouseBldg 328-8987 
Richards Reed H KennecottB 521-4135 
Richards&Richards WalkerBankBldg —322-5611 
Richards&Watkins NewhouseBldg 326-8987 
Richards William S WalkerBankBldg —322-5611 
Richardson L E BostonB 364-6474 
RichmanGlenM 315E2S 355-2836 
Richman&Peters 315E2S 355-2836 
Rigtrup Kenneth 466E500S 322-5555 
Rimensberger R J SuretyLifeB 487-7834 
Ritchie Verl C DeseretBldg 521-3465 
Riter-Cowan-Finlinson&Daines 
KearnsBldg-322-5535 
Robbins Golden W NewhseBldg 355-3497 
Roberts Brighani E JudgeB 328-9741 
Roberts Gordon L KearnsBldg 328-0126 
Robinson David A 531SState- 328-4571 
Roe Bryce E 340E4S 328-9841 
Roe Jones Fowler Jerman&Dart 
340E4S 328-9841 
Rokich John A 9120W2700SMagna—297-5869 
Romney&Boyer WlkrBkB 364-6535 
Romney George J KennecottBldg 521-4455 
Romney Joseph B WlkrBkB 364-6535 
Romney Junius S WlkrBkB 364-6535 
Romney Keith B KearnsB 328-3261 
Romney&Nelson KearnsB 328-3261 
Romney Vernon KearnsB 328-3261 
Romney Vernon B KearnsB 328-3261 
Rooker C Keith 141E1S 328-8711 
Rose Bernard L 72E4S 322-0483 
Ross Galen 731ESouthTemple 322-3551 
Rowe Del B 26WBdwy 322-1076 
Ruckenbrod Richard D 
EIPasoNaturalGasBldg 328-4811 
Runyan John E 336S300E 521-3903 
Russell John D 530E500S 355-7511 
Russon Leonard H KearnsBldg 359-7611 
Rust Joseph C 336S3E - 521-3680 
Ryberg Robert 325S300E 322-1673 
Sager Richard K 141E1S 328-8711 
Sagers Victor G 7321SStateMdvl 255-7166 
Salisbury David E 141E1S 328-8711 
Salt Lake County Bar Legal 
Services Inc 431S300E -328-8891 
Salt Lake Legal Defender Assn 
O'Connell John D 
231E4S 322-1041 
Sandack A Wally 315E2S 364-7831 
Saperstein Herschel J 315E2S 364-7831 
Sawaya Donald 2805SState 485-5741 
Scalley Ford G KearnsB 328-3261 
Schaerrer Neil D WalkerBankBldg 359-2093 
Schoenhals E L KearnsB 363-8823 
Schoenhals Jack L KearnsB 363-8823 
Schoenhals Robert E KearnsB 363-8823 
Schwendiman Gary L 336S3E 521-3680 
Searle George H 2805SState 466-8656 
If no ans call 484-1601 
Senior Raymond T NewhouseBldg 521-3260 
Senior&Senior NewhouseBldg 521-3260 
Shaffer Carvel R KennecottB 521-2950 
Shaffer M Ralph WalkerBankBldg 328-3125 
Shearer Kent ContlBkB -359-7771 
Sheffield Dean W KearnsBldg 322-4106 
Shelton William G AtlasBldg 328-8849 
Shields Dan B JudgeBldg - 355-5311 
Shields Jed W 243E4S 328-4703 
Shreeve Thomas J 455E4S — 363-5759 
Sine Wesley F 640WNorthTemple 364-5125 
Skeen Edwin J NewhseB 363-8037 
SkeenJD NewhseB - 363-8037 
Skeen&Skeen NewhseB 363-8037 
Smith Alvin I DeseretB 322-0524 
Smith HA FeltB 363-2811 
Smoot A Park 847E4S 521-2144 
Snow John H ContlBkBldg 364-1814 
Sorensen Keith B 353E2S 364-4321 
Spafford EariS 2188HghlndDr 487-7537 
Spafford&Young 2188HghlndDr——487-7537 
Spence Benjamin WlkrBkB 363-4518 
Spencer Claron C NewhouseBldg 521-3260 
Spencer Hoxsie Wade&Rimensberger 
SuretyLifeB 487-7834 
Spencer Victor A SuretyLifeB 487-7834 
Spratling Ronald N Jr CottonwoodMalI-278-4747 
Stable Keith L 84SMainBntfi 295-3351 
Stanley Burton M 353E4S 328-9696 
Stansfield Robert J 231E4S 322-2467 
Staten Earl P 315E2S 364-3671 
Stead Michael C 315E200S 322-5621 
Stewart Justin C WlkrBkB 363-3939 
Stewart Topham&Harding WlkrBkB—363-3939 
(Continuod Following Pmgm) 
DURACRAFT CORPORATION 
M»nuf*cturm Pf Quality Rukbir Products For HOME • INDUSTRY 
(See Poge 65 Buyers' Guide for our complete product listing and services.) 
.|»««t f t . (South Salt L«Ke City 84110) TEL. (801) 486-8401 
133 m? 7o #75 
| f 4 t k South St 
1 ^ g m Sooth St Rm 
Qj!^m OaBttDWital Bank 
f j * | T T « 1 J28-4737 
I t * J L V S M * " South St 
• * J ^ | n V |K South St Rm 
> ft Summon 320 
^ f g * I Ma* St (SSLC) 
H i * South St Apt 1 
l £ Hi Jrf Lift St Rm 
| QwlteMrtal Bank Bldg 
• m* * « * * AV 
OMtfiM Si 
m l m f Bldg 
i I £Ut South St 
t f t » f t l 8 b « * 9 i Rm 101 
t m •& East st 
» J «D E 4th South St 
» l * « i SStateSt Rm 1 
. .....• 105 Sentinel Bldg 
i * mmm Salt Lake City) 
AMI U4-&578 
I S fcaiiiitiii 409 
baase Bldg 
» Sd East St Rm 
»ffe**ia**»ftfe Av 
J ^ a l « K4th South St Rm 
| U * » * H* t 8th South St 
• g p a c * » i i i u l Bank Bldg 
S i * * 1 * * * South St 
* | * * * * t i a * 
Lift*1* §mah Sl Rm 207 
I?tiL*tliit& 
^ f a * l t » South St Rm 
U l t m m u i Bank 
***m St Rm n 8 
St Rro 202 
South St 
136 E South 
J y * * ** a>«h 
^ P t t l k S o u t 
» • * • * Dam 320 3d 
Mc Donough Bartly G 755 Windsor St 
Mc Garry Sheridan L 1414 Walker Bank 
Bldg 
Mc Intosh James A 15 E 4th South St 
McKay & Burton, 500 Kennecott Bldg 10 £ 
South Temple St, Tel 521-4135 
Mc MUlan Geo M 1020 Kearns Bldg 
Mc Rae Robt M 707 Boston Bldg 
Mechaxn Geo M 351 S State St Rm 1 
Meredith Mc Intyre & Russell 530 E 5th 
South St Suite 101 
Metos Allan M 404 Boston Bldg 
Metos Harry G 404 Boston Bldg 
Metos Tom 414 Boston Bldg 
Midgley Louis E 315 E 2d South St Rm 
702 
Miller Gerald R 315 E 2d South St Rm 
206 
Miner Mark S 301 Newhouse Bldg 
Mitchell Dean R 243 E 4th South St Rm 
303 
Mitsunaga Jimi 731 E South Temple St 
Mitsunaga & Ross 731 E South Temple St 
Moffat, hrerson & Taylor, 1311 Walker 
Bank Bldg 175 S Main St, Tel 322-1137 
Moll & Nemelka 315 E 2d South St Rm 
404 
Morgan John H 709 Walker Bank Bldg 
Morgan Steven G 315 E 2d South St Rm 
400 
Morris Geo C 914 Kearns Bldg 
Moyle & Moyle 800 Deseret Bldg 
Mulliner H Le Roy 315 E 2d South St Rm 
206 
Mulliner Prince & Mangum 315 E 2d 
South St Rm 206 
Nelson Joseph S 55Vfe W 1st South St 
Neslen & Mock 1000 Continental Bank 
Bldg 
Nielsen Conder Hansen & Henriod 410 
Newhouse Bldg *3& 
Nielson Parker M 319 Kearns Bldg 
Novak Joseph 520 Continental Bank Bldg 
Oman Milton A 717 Continental Bank Bldg 
Orton Robt F 410 Newhouse Bldg 
Ottosen Clifton N 15 E 4th South St 
Owen Ward & Geldzahler 315 E 2d South 
St Rm 608 
Parsons, Behle, & Latimer, 520 Kearns 
Bldg 136 S Main St, Tel 328-0126 
Peay Richard V 410 Newhouse Bldg 
Pond Delwin T 466 E 5th South St Suite 
100 
Pond Edwin L 466 E 5th South St Suite 
100 
Prince F Seaton 315 E 2d South St Rm 
206 
Prince Fredk S Jr 315 E 2d South St Rm 
206 
Pugsley Hayes Rampton & Watkiss 315 E 
2d South St Rm 400 
Ralph Leonard S 15 E 4th South St 
Rawlings, Roberts & Black, 530 Judge 
Bldg 8 E 3d South St, Tels 328-9741, 
328-9742 And 328-9743 
Ray Quinney & Nebeker 400 Deseret Bldg 
Reichman Owen G 617 Kearns Bldg 
Rich H Arnold 510 American Oil Bldg 
Rich Lothaire R 16 E Stratford Av (SSLC) 
Richards & Richards 900 Walker Bank Bldg 
175 S Main St, Tel 322-5611 
Richards & Watkins. 720 Newhouse Bldg 10 
Exchange PI, Tel 328-8987 
Richardson L E 707 Boston Bldg 
Richman & Peters 315 E 2d South St Rm 
307 
Rigtrup Kenneth 466 E 5th South St Suite 
100 
Shaffer M Ralph 1414 Walker Bank Bldg 
Shields Dan B 419 Judge Bldg 
Shields Jed W 243 E 4th South St Rm 303 
Sine Wesley F 640 W North Temple St 
Skeen & Skeen 522 Newhouse Bldg 
Smith Hiram A 516-17 Felt Bldg 
Smoot A Park 847 E 4th South St 
Spafford & Young 2188 Highland Dr Rm 
201 
Spence Benj 1401 Walker Bank Bldg 
Spencer Hoxsie Wade & Rimensberger 1935 
• S Main St Rm 211 
Stead Michl C 315 E 2d South St Rm 405 
Stewart Topham & Harding 714 Walker 
Bank Bldg 
Stone John E 235 S Main St Rm 601 
Strand Jerry V 466 E 5th South St Suite 
101 
Strong Don R 351 S State St Rm 1 
Strong & Hanni 604 Boston Bldg 
Strong Poelman & Fox 315 E 2d South St 
Rm 900 
Stubbs Byron L 1414 Walker Bank Bldg 
Summerhays Klingle & Cohne 136 E South 
Temple St Rm 1010 
Swan Allen M 428 American Oil Bldg 
Tanner Earl D 345 S State St Rm 101 
Tate Ralph R Jr 410 Newhouse Bldg 
Taylor Lee Neff 305 Newhouse Bldg 
Thurber Anthony M 263 2d East St 
Tuft Marshall & Medlin 721 Kearns Bldg 
Tunks Rodney B 39 Exchange PI Rm 23 
Turner & Fairbourn 2525 S Main St 
(SSLC) Suite 14 
Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy, 
141 E 1st South St, Suite 300, Tel 
328-8711 
Vernon Clinton D 414 Kearns Bldg 
Vuyk & Ford 320 3d East St 
Waldo Harold R 1401 Walker Bank Bldg 
Walker Alex H Jr 580 Kennecott Bldg 
Wall Brant H 530 Judge Bldg 
Ward Stephen C 425 Newhouse Bldg 
Warr Irene 419 Judge Bldg 
Welch Charles Jr 922 Kearns Bldg 
White Woodrow D 2121 S State St (SSLC) 
Rm 205 
Wilde Eldred J 616 Judge Bldg 
Willey Emerson C 425 Newhouse Bldg 
Wimmer Leland K 235 S Main St Rm 600 
Woodbury Sorensen & Evans 353 E 2d 
South St 
Worsley, Snow & Christensen 
(Wood R Worsley 
John H Snow 
Harold G Christensen 
Joseph J Palmer 
Reed L MartLneua 
Stuart Poelman 
John E Gates) 
Raymond M Berry 
H James Clegg 
Francis H Suitter 
David W Slagle 
John S Bayden Jr 
Associates 
7th Fl Continental Bank Bldg 
200 S Main St 
Telephone 364-1814 
Worsley Wood R 701 Continental Bank 
Bldg 
Wright Roland R 351 S State St Rm 1 
Yano Haynie Nielson & Moyle 840 
Kennecott Bldg 
Yeates Robt M 315 E 2d South St Rm 206 
Yocom David 1020 Kearns Bldg 
James A. Mclntyre - 2196 
360 East 4500 South, Suite 3 
Salt Lake City,Utah 84107 
Telephone: (801) 266-3399 
Attorney for Western Auto 
Radiator 
Our File #89.003 
IN THE COURT OF APPEALS 
THE STATE OF UTAH 
j BLAINE GOODRICH, et al 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
WESTERN AUTO RADIATOR CO., 
INC., et al. 
Defendants. 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL HEYREND 
Civil N°. 900495 
j! COME NOW Michael Heyrend, upon his oath deposes and says: 
j! 1. Affiant is an attorney licensed to practice law in the 
!j State of Utah. 
i! 
2. Affiant was initially retained by Defendants Bowerbank 
and Defendant Western Auto Radiator in the above captioned matter 
j| in 1984, in 1985 he withdrew his representation of Western and he 
ii 
|; continued to represent Defendants Bowerbank throughout the 
litigation until settlement. 
3. Affiant was at the time associated with the law firm of 
Watkiss and Campbell. 
4. Affidant has no present recollection of ever being made 
aware of the fact that David S. Cook and Judge Dean E. Conder had 
been associated in the practice of law during his representation 
of Western and/or Defendants Bowerbank. 
5. Affiant learned of the purported association for the 
first time upon being called by James A. Mclntyre who is to 
affiant's knowledge presently representing Western Auto Radiator 
Company, Inc. 
DATED this «•< ° day of December, 1990. 
*al 
Michael Heyrend 
Former Attorney fof/Western % 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
SUBSCRIBED and Sworn to before me this itoC day of 
* K - ^ 
Y PUBLIC, r e s i d i n g in 
£7-—-*T^ J^>& I 
jj 
! 
1 ! 
I l 
j James A. Mclntyre - 2196 
j 360 East 4500 South, Suite 3 
Salt Lake City,Utah 84107 
j Telephone: (801) 266-3399 
j Attorney for Western Auto 
|| Radiator 
] f 
1 IN THE COURT OF APPEALS 
| BLAINE GOODRICH, et ai 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
THE STATE OF UTAH 
WESTERN AUTO RADIATOR CO., 
| INC., et aU 
Defendants. 
Our File #89.003 
| AFFTOAVTT OF BERT L. DART 
Civil N°. 900495 
COME NOW Bert L. Dart, upon his oath deposes and says: 
1. Affiant is an attorney licensed to practice law in the 
State of Utah. 
2. Affiant was initially retained by Defendant Western Auto 
Radiator Company, Inc. in the above captioned matter in 1985. 
3. Affiant withdrew as counsel upon the settlement of the 
case between Plaintiffs and Defendant Western Auto Radiator. 
4. Affidant has no present recollection of ever being made 
aware of the fact that David S. Cook and Judge Dean E. Conder had 
been associated in the practice of law during his representation 
of Western. 
5. Affiant learned of the purported association for the 
first time upon being called by James A. Mclntyre who is to 
affiant's knowledge presently representing Western Auto Radiator 
!f Company, Inc. 
DATED this cio day of December, 1990. 
/ . • • • ' 
BERT L. DART 
Former Attorney for Western 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
: ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
•31 SUBSCRIBED and Sworn to before me this day of 
_ NOTARY PUBLIC, residing in 
§BSW<. fa,3/t llr.UT 
